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Both sorrow and joy are 
constantly rapping at the 

door to encourage and arouse 
man to awaken spiritually.  

– In The Light of Truth

Awake!

www.grailmessage.com
1.800.427.9217

• Mercury-free for more than 35 years
• Safe removal of mercury fi l l ings: SMART protocol
• Dental Ozone treatment
• Biocompatible dental materials
• Very low-radiation digital x-rays

Roberta D. Cann,
D.M.D., AIAOMT

Cale Jackson,
D.M.D., IAOMT

We have created a welcoming and respectful 
environment for your care, including:

Atlanta Dental Wellness (formerly known as Cann 
Dentistry) welcomes chemically and environmentally 
sensitive patients, as well as patients who simply want 
their dental care to be in harmony with their healthy 
lifestyle.

Our focus is the total health, comfort
and well-being of our patients.

Matthew Giordano,
D.M.D., IAOMT

atldentalwellness.com
404-233-1102

Atlanta Dental Wellness
3525 Piedmont Road
Building 5, Suite 408
Atlanta, GA 30305

Facebook.com/atlantadentalwellness



• CHIROPRACTIC • NUTRITION • CHINESE MEDICINE • APPLIED KINESIOLOGY

404.253.3110 
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“Our attitude when presented with learning

and our attitude when in chaos or peace in how we

treat ourselves or others gives us our greatest reflection

of  who we are and what we will receive from

our experience.”

Buy It Today On Amazon.com
www.silhouettejones.com

Conditioning by Silhouette Jones

Reach deeper into your soul

&

Watch your life unfold!



Natural Products & Green Living Event

Sponsors:

• Live Health Lectures

• Vitamins &  
Supplements

• Natural Beauty 
Products

• Natural & Organic  
Foods

• Alternative Medicine

• Eco Friendly Products

• Healthy Cooking  
Demos

• Yoga & Pilates Demos

• Buy Your Favorite 
Products at Discount

• Kid’s Activities

• Product Samples

• Gluten Free Products

• Relaxation  
Massage Area

• And Much More!

Exhibitor Space Available 
Call 770-806-7492

facebook.com/AliveExpo twitter.com/Alive_Expo email newsletter
MONTHLY GIVEAWAYS

www.AliveExpo.com

FREE Ticket
from Natural Awakenings!
Request Here: bit.ly/alive-expo-tix

16th Annual Alive! Expo Atlanta 
Cobb Galleria Centre, Hall A

September 18 & 19, 2021
Saturday 10am to 6pm
Sunday 11am to 6pm
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in-person 
Classes 
Starting soon!

REFLEXOLOGY 
FOUNDATION TRAINING
BEGINS JULY 20

Every part of the human body is connected 
to the feet via energy pathways. Learn the 
profound art of healing through the feet.  
We teach our BodySystems Method™ of 
Reflexology; a 105 hour (48 hours in-class) 
training, and advanced modules leading  
to national certification. 

AROMATHERAPY 
FOUNDATION TRAINING
BEGINS IN AUGUST

Move beyond essential oil enthusiast  
into the world of Clinical Aromatherapy.  
You will learn the therapeutic applications  
of 60 essential oils in this 50-hour level-1 
NAHA Approved Certification. With lessons  
in anatomy, physiology, and pathologies,  
this course, refined over three decades, 
unleashes powerful healing for body,  
mind, and spirit. Advanced training  
modules coming soon!    

Founded in 1992, the Heal Center  
is an internationally recognized  

provider of Reflexology and  
Aromatherapy education.

HealCenterAtlanta.com 
Call for more information 

(404)  303-0007

R E F L E X O L O G Y  &  A R O M A T H E R A P Y Online
WEb ExcluSivES

SWEET SluMbER
Natural Tips for Deep Sleep

bit.ly/naa-sweet-slumber

PET hAPPY
how Animals help kids Thrive

bit.ly/nah-pet-happy

DoggY DElighTS
healthy, homemade 
cookie Treats

bit.ly/naa-doggy-delights

PETER SiNgER 
on Ethical Eating

bit.ly/nah-peter-singer

coMMuNiTY PARTNERS
Natural Awakenings is grateful to these companies who sponsor our website. 

naAtlanta.com

SubSCribe
tO Our
NewSletter

Don’t miss out on Atlanta’s  
#1 source for natural healing  
and personal evolution  
articles and commentary.       
Sign up now for our twice- 
monthly e-newsletter!   
bit.ly/signup-fomo

@naAtlanta

DEEP DIVES

We here at Natural Awakenings 
love sinking our teeth into a subject. 

When our editorial team decides to 
do a deep dive, we’re committing  to 

writing at least three articles on a topic. 
We’ll publish them either all at once 
in a special section, or in a series of 
consecutive issues. Here’s the link

 to our Deep Dive landing page:

bit.ly/naa-deep-dives
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Our cover shot of bill Fleming, co-founder of Get Off the Grid 
Fest and the Heartwood Community in blue ridge, Georgia, 
was taken by lynn Marie Dwyer, an accomplished folk artist 
specializing in primitive clay. lynn is a 10-year member of 
Heartwood and is building a tiny home and studio which she 
designed, utilizing many reclaimed and unique materials. 

the location is the roof of bill’s completely off-the-grid home 
in Heartwood. Construction of the 4,000-sf home began in 
2011 and was completed in 2015. 
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First, full disclo-
sure: Bill Fleming, 
environmental 

activist, co-founder of Get 
Off the Grid Fest and the 
subject of our cover story, 
is a friend of mine. We’ve 
known each other for over 
two decades; our kids were 
in the same class for 12 
years. We don’t talk often or 
visit much, but we get on extremely well.

If anyone has ever walked his talk, it’s Bill. 
For many years he drove what seemed like 
an ancient Chevy Suburban. It was special, 
though; it used biodiesel fuel. I’m glad I 
called to make sure I got the story straight; 
my memory of a conversation was that he 
would drive up to McDonald’s restaurants, 
pick up some of their used cooking oil, and 
pour it into his tank. It turns out that was 
incorrect; the oil first must be converted 
into usable fuel. Bill was buying fuel from 
someone who visited places like McDonald’s 
and then processed the oil into usable fuel.  

Bill is always willing to lend a hand in 
big and meaningful ways. When I shared 
4th-grade class parent responsibilities 
with another parent, we asked Bill to host 
the annual camping trip on his land, and 
he said “yes” immediately. When my son 
chose to make his 8th-grade cello recital a 
fundraising event for Southface Institute, 
Bill agreed to play on several songs. When 
I had friends interested in the community 
he was building, he took the whole day to 
show them around. And when I wanted 
to throw my former wife, Pam, an unfor-
gettable 60th birthday party, he was all in 
with his band. Not only did he lend the oc-
casion his always-on, upbeat energy, Bill, 
with no prompting from me, wrote her a 
personalized birthday song.

All of the retreats I’ve taken have been 
spiritual in nature. One time, as our group 
was coming out of meditation, our retreat 
leader asked how the meditation went. 
Catching the look on my face, he noted 
that I must have had a good one. Indeed. It 
was the first time I arose from meditation 
with pure joy exploding from my heart. I 
remember grinning from ear to ear and 
not being able to stop. 

Another time, I experienced one of the 
very few times that I received an intuitive 
download of truth. Until recently, I have 
not done anything to develop, much less 
pay attention to, my intuition. While the 
experience only lasted a few moments, the 
amount of information received about the 
nature of my relationship with someone 
very close to me was quite significant. 

Retreats should be on everyone’s shortlist 
of essential self-care practices. Take one or 
two a year, whether personal in nature or 
led by a facilitator. Resting, reflecting and 
renewing: we all need a lot more of them. ❧

Paul Chen has been owner/
publisher of Natural 
Awakenings Atlanta 
franchise since January 
2017. He is a practicing 
Buddhist and a founding 

member of East Lake Commons, a cohousing 
community.

letter FrOM tHe PubliSHer

So, when Bill called to ask about support 
for Get Off the Grid Fest, it was an easy 
“yes” to support him. First and foremost, 
the topic of natural, sustainable living falls 
well within our editorial scope. I also knew 
that Bill presents only fabulous events. The 
only real hesitancy was that the Fest would 
be held in Chattanooga—not exactly within 
our franchise distribution zone. But it’s only 
a couple of hours away, and the music in 
and of itself would be a draw. 

Now that I know more about it, I couldn’t 
be more positive about recommending read-
ers make the drive to Chattanooga. For sure, 
you’re going to learn useful things. And for 
sure, you’re going to have fun. But most of 
all, the festival addresses the most important 
issue facing all of humanity right now: We 
all need to learn how we can do our part in 
saving this planet from ourselves. 

Bill, thank you for being you and for do-
ing all you can to ensure that this existen-
tial crisis will be put behind us. 

I’ve turned over responsibility for this 
letter to our managing editor for a while; 
she’ll be back in September. But I want to 
make a plug for retreats, the subject of last 
month’s cover story. 

Here at Natural Awakenings, we’re all 
about stimulating and accelerating awak-
ening, and retreats have played a huge part 
in my awakening.

B I l l  F l e M I N G
C O M M u N i t A r i A N , 

A C t i v i S t ,  M u S i C i A N 
A N D  A l l - A r O u N D  G O O D  G u Y

Scenes from a 4th Grade Camping Trip 
on Bill Fleming's Land Trust
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Vegan Shrimp Hibachi Plate  (Photo: thomas Forman Jr)

AtlANtA brieFS

Decatur Healing Arts (DHA), 
home to a variety of classes 
and therapeutic offerings 
since 2004, has changed 
hands. Susan Johnson 
bought it from found-
ers Corinne Chaves and 
Jude Hasken in 2008, and 
husband-and-wife team 
Adam Garcia-McCarthy and 
Nataly baiz purchased DHA 
from Johnson in April.

baiz has begun add-
ing classes to the center’s 
staple of yoga, tai chi and qi 
gong offerings, including hapkido, taught 
by Garcia-McCarthy, and Feldenkrais, 
taught by Aruna Padmanabhan. She is 
also in negotiations to add thai massage 
to DHA’s therapeutic offerings, which 
include massage, acupuncture, reflexol-
ogy and reiki. 

A certified yoga instructor 
and regular member of the 
DHA community, baiz had 
dreamed of owning her own 
studio, and when she heard 
it was going on the market, 
she jumped at the chance. 

“i’m very excited to be 
taking ownership of Decatur 
Healing Arts,” says baiz. “it 
is a place that is very dear 
to my heart as i’ve been a 
customer for over six years. 
i began getting massages 
with Corinne Chaves and 

had some great experiences with Mary 
Pierce and her prenatal massages while i 
was pregnant with my daughter.”

DHA is located at 619-b east College 
Avenue in Decatur. More at 
DecaturHealingArts.com.

Decatur Healing Arts 
Changes Hands

Hippie Hibachi, a vegan eatery founded 
by Josh brock, opened last month at 
the new Chattahoochee Food works in 
Atlanta’s upper westside. 

“i went vegan four years ago, and i 
have always craved hibachi, but no one 
offers vegan hibachi here in Atlanta, 
or anywhere else for that matter,” says 
brock. “So, i knew i had to bring this 
concept to life. Cruelty-free and healthier 
eating is our goal.”

vegOut Magazine says, “the concept 
is based on classic hibachi-style cuisine, 
where guests can choose from a variety 
of plant-based protein options like vegan 
teriyaki chicken (soy-based), vegan 
shrimp made from konjac root, impos-
sible beef, tofu and mushrooms. each 
protein can be paired with vegetables, 

fried rice and house-made vegan Yum 
Yum sauce or Hippie Yaki sauce.”

Plates are priced around $20. Hippie 
Hibachi is located at 1235 Chattahoochee 
Ave Nw, Suite 130 in Atlanta.

For more information: HippieHibachi.com 
and on instagram: @hippiehibachi.

New veGAN eAterY OPeNS 
iN uPPer weStSiDe

After a year of disappointing cancel-
lations due to COviD, Alive! expo, a 
green living, natural products, health 
and wellness event, will once again 
welcome attendees at Cobb Galleria 
on September 18 and 19.

“Many people don’t realize the 
number of small companies that have 
gone out of business or are being 
bought out by larger companies every 
day,” says Patrycja Siewert towns, the 
expo’s president. “in this everchanging 
market, we strive to bring eco compa-
nies to Atlanta and help people find out 
about products and services available 
to them. Alive! expo is a place where 
you can sample, buy at discount, and 
talk to company representatives in 
person about their company, their mis-
sion and commitment to consumers. 
it’s not every day that you can touch, 
feel and taste products before buying 
them!”

General Admission tickets cost $5 
online, in advance or at the door. A 
limited number of viP tickets will be  
offered online and at the door for $25.

the Alive! expo will take place on 
September 18 and 19 in Hall A at the 
Cobb Galleria Centre, two Galleria 
Parkway, Atlanta. Doors will be open  
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday and 11 
a.m. to 6 p.m. on Sunday.

Disclosure: Natural Awakenings is 
a sponsor of Alive! expo. For more 
information, visit Aliveexpo.com, email 
Kim@Aliveexpo.com or call 770-806-
7492.

Alive! expo 
returns to Cobb 

in September

Photos: Courtesy of Alive! expo

Nataly Baiz, new co-owner  
(Photo: Nataly baiz)

in its second year, Camp Disclosure—
also billed as the Starseed Family 
reunion—will be held at unicoi State 
Park in Helen, Georgia, August 26 
through 29. 

event producers describe Camp 
Disclosure as a transformative experi-
ence where attendees “will hear about 
suppressed healing and energy tech-
nology, learn to hone our metaphysical 
powers and raise the vibration of the 
planet through mind, body and soul 
practices.”

the event features speakers, ven-
dors, healers, music, ecstatic dance, qi 
gong and daily meditation. 

Speakers include Khareela Anhara, 
barry littleton, Matthew Mournian, 
Geraldine Orozco, eric raines, Sarah 
thomas, Jonathon white, Adrigon 

and Aranyani, 
Apolla Asteria, 
Alexis buck, 
Matt Delph, 
Christina lee 
Dobbs, Juliet 
easton, Cath-
leena Hailey, 
Jessica Jones, 
Arlyn ruddy, 
Jayse Kulesa 
and Aladriel. 

Featured mu-
sicians include Flint blade, intrinsic, Mr. 
Malone, Silent Duality, Scott Houston, 
Soma Alchemy, Sophrosyne, and tufoe.

the event will offer an elders Speak 
Panel, an “experiencers’ lounge” with 
Aladriel and orgonite workshops with 
Christina lee Hobbs. 

CAMP DiSClOSure 
Comes to unicoi State Park

bestselling author tammy billups’ latest 
book, Animal Soul Contracts: Sacred 
Agreements for Shared evolution, was 
awarded the 2021 body-Mind-
Spirit Gold Medal visionary 
Award by the Coalition 
of visionary resourc-
es (COvr) in June. 
each year, COvr 
gives visionary 
Awards to out-
standing individuals, 
companies and prod-
ucts in the mind-body-spirit 
industry.

Animal Soul Contracts, 
released in April 2020, is 
a guide to discovering the 
higher purpose of, and 
spiritual agreements be-
tween, one’s own soul and 

that of one’s animal companions, sup-
porting their mutual evolution. 

billups is a certified interface therapist 
and creator of Animal-Human tan-

dem Healings®.
Her explora-

tion of animal-
human soul 

contracts was 
featured at the 

Animal wisdom 
world Summit in 
2019 and 2020 and 

the Animal Com-
municator & Healer 

Summit in 2020 
and 2021. A global 

pioneer of animal-
human relationships, 
her work is psycho-

spiritual in nature.

“Nothing prepared me for this win!” 
says billups. “i’m so honored to have 
received this treasured award, and i hope 
it will help Animal Soul Contracts reach 
more people that can benefit from it.” the 
book is available from most major book 
outlets and at tammybillups.com.

billups recently launched her new 
virtual online master class, Sacred Agree-
ments, an interactive course that helps 
people discover and unlock the wisdom 
within their human-animal soul contracts. 
Participants explore their animal-human 
relationships more deeply, identify the 
type of animal-human soul contracts they 
have and spiritually evolve in partner-
ship with their animal 
companions. the class 
will be offered on four 
consecutive thursday 
evenings beginning 
September 23.

See more at: tammy 
billups.com/Sacred-
Agreements-Class.

billups’ “Animal Soul Contracts” 
wins Gold Medal

Due to corona-
virus restrictions, 
the number of 

tickets, which cost $369 for the week-
end, is limited. the ticket price does 
not include accommodations, which are 
plentiful and varied within the park, and 
more options are available nearby. the 
event takes place both indoors and out; 
vegetarian meals will be served inside 
at the unicoi dining hall. 

For more information, visit 
CampDisclosure.com.

Tammy Billups   
(Photo: Ar Photography)

Arlyn Ruddy

Geraldine Orozco

Matthew Mournian
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in June, registered nurse erika veal 
opened her mobile iv drip concierge 
business, DripNation.life Health, beauty 
& wellness.

the company offers 10 signature 
drips, including lipo Skinny Shots that 
boost metabolism, burn fat and increase 
energy; vitamin b12 injections to help 
people on a weight-loss journey; the 
empower Drip that boosts energy; and 
the Morning After Hangover Drip that 
reduces the symptoms of hangover.

experienced rNs visit customers in 
their home, office or other location of 
their choice to administer the ivs. they 
also offer nail salon services to enjoy at 
the same time.

iv vitamin therapy is reported to have 
several wellness benefits. According to 
veal, it can boost the immune system, 
increase energy levels, detoxify the 

body, improve hair and skin, assist with 
weight loss, improve athletic perfor-
mance, assist with muscle recovery and 
more.

“Our iv vitamin drips are designed to 
optimize overall wellness, increase per-
formance recovery and improve health 
and vitality,” says veal. “we offer a 
variety of iv vitamin drips to help reverse 
the daily stresses of life.”

A registered nurse for 19 years, veal 
has been an iv infusion nurse since 2020 
and has been involved in the beauty 
industry since 1994 as a manicurist, nail 
designer and brow specialist.

DripNation takes appointments from 
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily and services the 
greater Atlanta area. visit DripNation.life 
or call 414-244-3721 for appointments 
and questions.

DripNation brings 
vitamin Drips to Your Door

Skinny beats Atl is Atlanta’s newest re-
tail destination for sound healing instru-
ments, including crystal bowls, gongs, 
handspans, didgeridoos and more. it is 
located in the Oakhurst neighborhood at 
409 Mead rd, unit #4, in Decatur.

Founded by Jeremy Dalton, a musi-
cian with more than 20 years’ experience, 
the store is the first franchise issued 
by Skinny beats Sound Shop, based in 
Asheville, North Carolina. 

As a young adult, Dalton suffered from 
anxiety and depression. when he discov-
ered vibrational sound therapy, he found 
part of his path back to mental wellness. 

“the introduction to crystal quartz 
bowls and the practice of sound medita-
tion not only confirmed what i've always 
known—that music can save lives—but it 

finally made crystal-clear my life pur-
pose: to not only use my musical talents 
to help myself, but to serve my commu-
nity and the world, too.” 

Dalton provides a free, public sound 
healing event every tuesday at 6:30 p.m. 
at Harmony Park in Oakhurst and offers 
two additional public sessions at 11 a.m. 
on Saturdays and Sundays at his store 
for $20.

Store hours are 12 p.m. to 5 p.m., 
wednesday through Sunday with ad-
ditional times by appointment. Dalton 
also offers private and group sound baths 
starting at $225, and private music les-
sons for $85 an hour.

For more information, go to Skinnybeats 
Atl.com and instagram: @skinnybeatsatl.

vibrAtiONAl SOuND SHOP 
OPeNS iN DeCAtur

AtlANtA brieFS

Jeremy Dalton in 
the Skinny Beats 
showroom

viva wellness, a 
medical aesthetics 
practice, is hosting 
a free demonstra-
tion of the eMSculpt 
NeO on tuesday, 
August 31, at its 
newest location, 
1619 Collins road, 
Suite 200 in Ken-
nesaw.

its manufacturer, 
btl, describes 
eMSculpt NeO as 
“a non-invasive body-shaping procedure 
that provides simultaneous fat elimination 
and muscle building in a 30-minute ses-
sion” by using rF and HiFeM+ energies. 
viva’s director of technical innovations, 
tim Harben, claims that the device is the 
only one on the market that does so.

viva wellness will have two eMSculpt 
devices available for visitors to try. Harben 
encourages interested parties to call viva 
wellness at 770-626-0035 to make an 

viva wellness 
Demos Fat-burning, Muscle-building Device

Organic skincare
Holistic Esthetics

Sculptural Lift Technique

Gift Certificates available

Susan Gonzalez, BSN,LE
(678) 463-6648

MOONorganics.com

No medicine cures 
what happiness cannot.

~Gabriel García Márquez

Viva's Dr. Fatisha Gayton administers EmSculpt. 
(Photo: Fredrica Martin)

Explore a World of Po�ibilities

5531 Roswell Rd NE • Sandy Springs, GA 30342 • 1/2 mi inside I-285
www.phoenixanddragon.com • 404-255-5207

B�ks

Aromatherapy
Candles

Open your mind

Soothe your soul

Awaken your spirit

Enhance your home

Feng Shui

Attune your abilities

Crystals

Enliven your senses

Incense

appointment and 
ensure they have 
time to experience 
the treatment. btl’s 
recommended regi-
men is a series of 
weekly 30-minute 
treatments over four 
weeks.   

eMSculpt was 
introduced in 2018, 
and the NeO version 
was released last 
year. btl claims 

that NeO provides more fat reduction and 
muscle growth than the previous model. 

Harben notes that they will also dem-
onstrate two other machines, including 
the eMsella, which strengthens the mus-
cles of the pelvic floor to help address 
incontinence issues. Additional healthy 
lifestyle vendors will be on hand as well. 

For more information, call 770-626-0035 
or visit viva-Atlanta.com.
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EXPERIENCING COMPLICATIONS AFTER LASER EYE SURGERY? 
If you’re experiencing blurry vision, double vision, ghost images, 
glare, or halos, I can help. 

I’m Dr. Kyle Jones. I specialize in helping people with less than  
perfect results from elective/laser eye surgery. I listen intently  
and treat all patients with respect and compassion. 

My office is dedicated to the restoration of your vision and comfort.

Call (770) 939-8840
drjones@georgiaeyecenter.net
GEORGIA EYE CENTER
4135 Lavista Rd #100
Tucker, GA 30084
www.georgiaeyecenter.net

YOUR DESTINATION FOR DISEASED AND IRREGULAR CORNEA TREATMENTS AND SPECIALTY CONTACT LENSES

HeAltH brieFS

eat Produce to lower  
Stress and Heart Disease
People needing a push to eat more fruits 
and vegetables might be motivated by 
two new studies from Australia’s edith 
Cowan university. Studying data 
from 8,600 Australians between the 
ages of 25 and 91, researchers found 
people that ate at least 470 grams (about two 
cups) of fruits and vegetables per day had 10 percent lower stress levels compared 
to those that ate less than half that amount. “vegetables and fruits contain impor-
tant nutrients such as vitamins, minerals, flavonoids and carotenoids that can reduce 
inflammation and oxidative stress, and therefore improve mental well-being,” says 
lead author Simone radavelli-bagatini.

in a second study based on 23 years of data on 50,000 Danes, researchers found 
that those that consumed one cup each day of the most nitrate-rich vegetables like 
leafy greens and beets had about a 2.5 mmHg lower systolic blood pressure and a 12 
to 26 percent lower risk of peripheral artery disease, heart attacks, strokes and heart 
failure. eating more than one cup daily didn’t increase the benefits, they found, and 
blending greens into smoothies (but not pulp-destroying juicing) is a good option for 
increasing intake.
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Avoid Sugary Drinks to reduce 
Colorectal Cancer risk

Getting teens to eat well can be an uphill battle, 
but new evidence shows its long-term impor-
tance. Drinking two sugary drinks per day from 
ages 13 to 18 increases by 32 percent the risk 
of colorectal cancer in women by age 50 when 
compared to drinking less than one such drink 
each week, washington university School 
of Medicine researchers report in the journal 

Gut. the study used data from the Nurses’ Health Study ii, which tracked the health 
of nearly 116,500 female nurses from 1991 to 2015. Other drinks, including milk and 
unsweetened coffee, were associated with a decreased risk. early-onset colorectal 
cancer rates have risen alarmingly in the last 20 years, causing the American Cancer 
Society to lower its recommended age for a first colonoscopy from 50 to 45.
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Someone who cares about healthy
homes and communities.

That’s why I know about radon and
mold testing, nontoxic pest control,
nontoxic lawn care, 5G and more.  

For most of us, our homes are our
biggest investments. If health is

everything, our biggest investment
should not work against us.    

Call me. Experience the difference 
a holistic realtor makes. 

Holistic Realtor?

What is a

o: 404.236.0043
c: 770.608.6777

Holistic Realtor

Capture the hearts and minds  
of your readers with writing  

that flows smoothly,  
conveys energy and personality,  

commands attention, and  
delivers your ideas and stories  

with conviction and finesse.  
Call the Writing Doctor.

Diane Eaton, MCIS

The Writing Doctor

404.585.7590
DianeTheWritingDoctor.com

diane@DianeTheWritingDoctor.com

YOUR BOOK 
YOUR VOICE 
YOUR WORK

ELEVATED

Marketing Certified 
by Hubspot

Professional Freelance Editor, 
Ghostwriter & Copywriter

GlObAl brieFS

 
Located at:

Unicoi State Park
 near Helen, GA

26 27 28 29

Experience The
Human Upgrade

The 2021 Starseed Family Reunion 
Camp Disclosure

august

Cosmic
Bazaar

Healer's
Hallway

Sonic Alchemy & Ecstatic Dance

Orgonite Workshop

Qi Gong & Group Meditation

Leading Edge Disclosure Speakers

Visionary Artists & Musicians

Weekend Pass
$369
Limited Capacity!

Rain or Shine

reversing ruin
Superfund Mine-Polluted Stream restorations See Success
large investments have been made to clean up acid drainage into streams and riv-
ers polluted by toxic metals from abandoned mining sites. A new study published in 
Freshwater Science based on long-term monitoring data from four u.S. environmen-
tal Protection Agency Superfund sites in California, Colorado, idaho and Montana 
shows that cleanup efforts can allow affected streams to recover to near natural 
conditions within 10 to 15 years after abatement work begins.

David Herbst, a research scientist at uC Santa Cruz and co-author of the paper, says, 
“the good news from them all is that Superfund investments can restore the water qual-
ity and ecological health of the streams.” researchers combined data from long-term 
monitoring during periods of 20 years or more using aquatic insects and other diverse 
invertebrate life such as flatworms and snails as indicators of the restoration of ecologi-
cal health, with nearby unpolluted streams as standards for comparison. Much of the 
recovery occurred within the first few years of treatment. Herbst says that the promising 
results suggest that even daunting environmental problems can be remedied.

bugs Matter
Soil regulators Soft on Pesticide use

Pesticides cause significant harm to earthworms 
and thousands of other vital subterranean spe-
cies. these invertebrates, nematodes, bacteria 
and fungi filter water, recycle nutrients and help 
regulate the planet’s temperature. the most 
comprehensive review ever conducted on how 
pesticides affect soil health, published in the 
journal Frontiers in environmental Science, 

reveals that beneath fields of monoculture crops, a toxic soup of insecticides, herbicides 
and fungicides is wreaking havoc on the ecosystem.

the study recommends changes in how regulatory agencies like the u.S. environmen-
tal Protection Agency (ePA) assess the risks posed by the nearly 850 approved pesticide 
ingredients. Presently, regulators ignore pesticide harm to earthworms, springtails, beetles 
and many other subsoil critters. the ePA relies on one insect, the european honeybee, to rep-
resent the thousands of species that live or develop underground. the ongoing escalation of 
pesticide-intensive agriculture and pollution are major driving factors in the precipitous de-
cline of many soil organisms that are critical to maintaining healthy soils. this contamination 
has been identified as the most significant driver of soil biodiversity loss in the last decade.
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Whether gardening, purchasing at farmers’ markets or ordering from a com-
munity supported agriculture farm, preservation techniques capture the 
bounty of the harvest and ensure availability of fresh flavors year-round. 

Dehydrating
“Dehydrating machines can be purchased for about $50, but an oven that goes down to 
a temperature of 150 or less will work,” says Brekke Bounds, educator at City Grange, a 
garden center in Chicago. Before dehydrating, consider the end use. Peaches or cherries 
can be cut into bite-size pieces. Roma or cherry tomatoes, sliced or cut in half and dried, 
can go in winter soups and stews. “Apple chips are super-easy,” Bounds says. “Core and 
slice with a mandoline, dunk in a lemon solution, sprinkle with cinnamon, dehydrate and 
store in an airtight jar.”

Foods can be seasoned or marinated before drying. “We make zucchini bacon for vegan 
BlTs,” says Anthony Damiano, chef proprietor at Counter Culture restaurant, in Vero 
Beach, Florida. Dried herbs chopped in a food processor can be stored in airtight contain-
ers and used up to a year later as flavorful salad toppings or soup mixes. 

Canning
“One of my go-to methods is water bath canning,” says emily Paster, author of The Joys of 
Jewish Preserving. “It’s a really safe and effective method of home preservation for high-
acid foods. Certain kinds of microorganisms, most specifically botulism, can’t live in a 
high-acid environment.” Fruits that go into jams and jellies are typically acidic enough, but 

levels can be increased with lemon juice. 
Vegetable pickles become acidic through 
the addition of vinegar. Heat-sealed jars are 
shelf-stable if the seals remain intact.

Paul Fehribach, chef and co-owner of 
Big Jones, a restaurant in Chicago, gives 
canning tips in The Big Jones Cookbook. 
For pickles and preserves, he recommends 
using a simple canning kit with a tool to lift 
jars in and out of boiling water, a jar rack 
that sits in the bottom of a stock pot and 
Mason jars with new canning lids to hold 
the food.

Both Paster and Fehribach suggest using 
professionally tested recipes. “Go to a reli-
able source, whether it’s a cookbook or a 
website, because there are some food safety 
issues. Recipes have been calibrated to have 
the right ratio of water and vinegar to veg-
etables to ensure it’s acidic enough,” says 
Paster. “Pickles are a great place to begin 
because they’re really hard to mess up.”

Refrigerator Pickling
The pickling process can be done without 
water bath canning, but the jars must 
remain refrigerated. The fun is in the 
quickness and variability of the recipes. 
Beyond traditional cucumber pickles, 
excellent pickles can be made with green 
beans, carrots, onions, cauliflower and 
green tomatoes. Brine can be dill, spicy or 
sweet. Damiano makes refrigerator pick-
les with a variety of local organic pro-
duce, including radishes, okra and other 
vegetables. The pickles are great for eating 
and can be used in salads and recipes like 
plant-based tostadas. 

Fermenting
“Fermentation is an essential part of how 
people everywhere make effective use of 
food resources,” says Sandor ellix Katz, 
fermentation revivalist in liberty, Tennes-
see, and author of The Art of Fermentation. 
“Fermentation produces alcohol, helps pre-
serve food by producing acids and makes 
foods more digestible, more nutritious, 
more delicious and sometimes less toxic.”

Cultures around the world developed 
fermentation techniques as a practical 
method to prevent food decomposition. 
Studies show that fermented foods and 
beverages provide beneficial probiotics 

Preserving the Harvest
Classic ways to Store  
Garden bounty All Year
by Julie Peterson
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‘Clean the Garden’ Kimchi
This easy kimchi recipe turns common garden veggies into a spicy probiotic ferment 
that’s loaded with good bacteria and health benefits.

yield: 32 servings 

4 Tbsp sea salt and 4 cups water
1 lb Chinese cabbage (napa or bok choy preferred, but  

     other cabbage will do)
1 daikon radish or a few red radishes
1 to 2 carrots
1 to 2 (minimum) onions (or shallots or leeks) 
3 to 4 (minimum) cloves garlic 
3 to 4 hot red chilies to taste (seeds removed, dried is fine,  

   nothing with preservatives) 
2 to 3 Tbsp (minimum) fresh grated ginger root

Prepare brine in a nonreactive container such as a glass bowl or large measuring cup. 
Mix water and salt, and stir thoroughly to dissolve salt.

Cut up cabbage, radishes and carrots. (Add in other vegetables as an option.) Mix veg-
etables together and move them into fermentation vessel. Cover vegetables with brine.

Use a fermentation weight or plate with a heavy object to weigh the vegetables down 
and keep them below the brine. (Mix more brine if needed to make sure vegetables are 
completely submerged.) Put a cloth over the fermentation vessel and wait for vegetables 
to soften (a few hours or overnight).

Drain the brine from the vegetables, reserving it. Give the vegetables a taste. They should be 
salty, but not too salty. Sprinkle on additional salt, if needed, and mix; rinse if too salty.

Mix the onion, garlic, chilies and ginger into the drained vegetables and blend well. Pack 
the vegetable mix into the fermentation vessel. Use the fermentation weight or plate to 
press it down until the brine covers the kimchi-in-progress. Add a little brine back, if 
needed, to make sure the vegetables are completely covered.

Cover the fermentation vessel with a cloth and leave it 
on the counter for about a week. Taste test to check 
the fermentation. When happy with the flavor, the 
kimchi is done. Store in the refrigerator in a glass 
container to stop the fermentation.

Recipe by Laurie Neverman at CommonSenseHome.com. 

to the gut microbiome. Anyone can give 
fermentation a try with ordinary kitchen 
tools—a knife, cutting board, mixing bowl 
and a jar. “Certain ferments, such as yogurt 
or tempeh, require specific temperature 
ranges,” advises Katz. 

Cold Storage
Many fruits and vegetables 
freeze well, but a basement or 
backyard root cellar is a no-
electricity, cold storage meth-
od. Items that store well in a 
root cellar include most root 
crops and firm fruits like apples 
and pears. “Root cellars use the natural, 
cool, moist conditions underground for 
fruit and vegetable storage. earth-sheltered 
options work best for cooler climates 
where the ground temp is naturally cooler,” 
says laurie Neverman in Denmark, Wis-
consin, creator of CommonSenseHome.
com. Those with no outdoor spot or cold 
basement room can still use cold storage. 
“Some crops like onions, garlic, potatoes, 
winter squash, apples and carrots keep well 
in dark, dry, cool room temperatures of 
about 55 degrees,” says Neverman.

Food preservation methods extend the 
blessings of the harvest. A little prepara-
tion now will provide edible delights for 
months to come. ❧

Julie Peterson writes from rural Wisconsin. 
Reach out at JuliePeterson2222@gmail.com.

Food Preservation 
resources

National Center for Home Food 
Preservation: nchfp.uga.edu

Ball & Kerr recipes and products 
for canning: FreshPreserving.com

Complete Dehydrator Cookbook, by 
Carole Cancler 

The Pickled Pantry: From Apples to 
Zucchini, by Andrea Chesman

Root Cellaring: Natural Cold Storage   
of Fruits & Vegetables, by Mike and 
Nancy Bubel
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Zucchini Bacon 

Pineapple Tepache 
Tepache is a wonderful, effervescent, lightly fermented 
pineapple beverage. It’s made from the skins and
core of pineapple, making use of the parts 
typically discarded.

yield: about 1 quart

½ cup sugar, or more, to taste (ideally  
  piloncillo, panela or another unrefined  
  sugar, but any type of sugar will work)
Peel and core of 1 pineapple (eat the rest  
  of the fruit), cut into 1- to 2-inch pieces
1 cinnamon stick and/or a few whole  
  cloves and/or other spices (optional)

Dissolve the sugar in about 1 cup of water. 
Place the pineapple skin and core pieces and 
spices into the vessel. Pour the sugar water 
over the pineapple, then add additional water 

as needed to cover the pineapple. Cover with a 
loose lid or cloth and stir daily.

Ferment for 2 to 5 days, depending 
upon temperature and desired level of 

fermentation. It’ll get fizzy, 
then develop a pronounced 
sourness after a few days. 

Taste each day after the first 
few to evaluate developing flavor. Strain out the solids. enjoy 
fresh or refrigerate for up to a couple of weeks.

Recipe is an exclusive first look from the forthcoming book, Sandor Katz’s 
Fermentation Journeys (Chelsea Green Publishing, October 2021).

Pickled watermelon radishes  
1 to 2 watermelon radishes

¼ cup white wine vinegar
¼ cup rice wine vinegar

½ cup water
1 tsp pink Himalayan salt
1 tsp sugar

2 cloves garlic, peeled
1 tsp ginger, microplaned
½ tsp peppercorns,    

  lightly crushed

Wash and peel watermelon radishes. With a sharp knife or 
mandoline slicer, slice radishes into round discs. In a non-
reactive saucepan, bring the water, white wine vinegar, rice wine 
vinegar, salt and sugar to a boil. Simmer for 1 minute or until 
the sugar and salt are dissolved. Remove from heat and add the 
garlic, ginger and peppercorns. Pour the hot liquid including 
the garlic and peppercorns over the radishes. let cool to room 
temperature, then cover and refrigerate.

Recipe by Chef Anthony Damiano at Counter Culture, in Vero 
Beach, Florida. 

In a large bowl, combine oil, soy sauce, maple syrup, liquid smoke, chipotle 
chili pepper powder and season generously with black pepper. Whisk to com-

bine. Using a vegetable peeler or mandoline, slice zucchini length-wise into 
thin strips. Place strips in bowl and toss until coated in marinade. let sit 

for several hours or overnight.

Place in a single layer on dehydrator trays, making sure not to overlap. 
Set the dehydrator to 145° F and let the strips dehydrate for 4 to 6 

hours. Remove them when they are crispy. Thicker strips may take 
longer. eat immediately or store in an airtight container.

Recipe by Chef Anthony Damiano at Counter Culture, in Vero Beach, 
Florida.

2 medium zucchini
2 Tbsp grape seed oil
2 Tbsp soy sauce
2 tsp maple syrup

1 tsp liquid smoke
Pinch chipotle chili pepper  
  powder
Freshly ground black pepper

Natural Awakenings recommends using organic, non-GMO 
(genetically modified) and non-bromated ingredients whenever possible.

elohee.org | 770.316.9195

90 Minutes from Atlanta and a World Away
Make Time For You!

A  residential retreat center nestled on 220 acres of North 
Georgia beauty where guests can take part in experiential 

courses related to stress-reduction, personal development, 
trauma recovery, art, music, nature, yoga, meditation and more.

Visit our website for a full listing of our retreat offerings
Elohee Center, Inc. is a Federal 501c3 Non-Profit Educational Corporation 

Meditation • ayurveda • Wellness
The Art of Living Retreat Center

aolrc.org/na | 800.392.6870 | Boone, NC

Authentic, transformative 
meditation, silent, and Ayurveda 
wellness retreats—in the natural 

beauty of the Blue Ridge Mountains.

Do you have a workshop or retreat coming up and want to advertise 
it in this section? Call us for  special rates! 404-474-2423

WORKSHOPS & RETREATS
A FOCUSED ADVERTISING SECTION

KRIYA YOGA
Center for Spiritual 

Awareness
Summer/Fall 2021 Online 

Meditation Retreats 
 August 14–15   Sept. 11–12

Oct. 16–17   Nov.13–14

With Ministers
ordained by
Roy Eugene
Davis (1931–2019)

PO Box 7 Lakemont, GA 30552
706-782-4723 weekdays

info@csa-davis.org
 Go to: csa-davis.org

Main Menu, Retreats, for 
Details and Schedules

Clifford
Rosen

Ryan
Strong
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Yoga for the 
Youngest generation

an interview with grounded kids’ 
founder, amy haysman

by Sheila ewers

Amy Haysman, 
along with 
Cheryl Crawford, 

founded Grounded Kids 
Yoga, a program that has 
gained worldwide recog-
nition for its revolution-
ary approach to teaching 
yoga to young people. In 
this interview, Haysman 
shares with us how it got 
started and what makes 
it unique.

CAN YOu tell uS AbOut 
YOur JOurNeY iNtO YOGA 
AND HOw YOu DeCiDeD tO 
CreAte GrOuNDeD KiDS?
During a hiatus from teaching middle 
school, I began practicing yoga to relieve 
stress and feel better in my body. I’m 
a teacher at heart, so during that very 
first yoga class, all I could think about 
was how much kids would benefit from 
the practice. I earned certification with 
YogaKids International in 2001 and 
worked for them for the next seven years 
as program director, mentor coordina-
tor and teacher trainer. I even wrote one 
of the first-ever curricula for yoga in 
schools. 

While I loved the playful aspect of the 
teaching, I found that many of the kids 
were interested in a more serious yoga 
practice. Grounded Kids grew organically 
as a response to that desire, and my new 
career evolved into co-founding Grounded 
Kids in 2007. 

yoga

HOw iS GrOuNDeD 
KiDS DiFFereNt 
FrOM OtHer 
PrOGrAMS tHAt 
PrePAre teACHerS 
tO teACH YOGA tO 
KiDS?
Certified Grounded Kids 
yoga teachers are trained 
to teach ancient yoga 
practices in understand-
able and digestible ways 

so that it is fun and meaningful 
rather than watered down or silly. 
The purpose is not to babysit or 
entertain but to teach embodied 
skills that will help children navi-

gate the ups and downs of life with grace 
and grit. We accomplish this within the 
framework of 84 poses categorized into 
sequences reflective of the seven chakras 
and the five elements. 

Most of our poses have kid-friendly 
twists and creative pose names that speak 
to the virtues of the pose. For example, 
we call Crow Pose “Serious Crow Play-
ful” because it requires serious alignment 
with a playful attitude. Classes often 
include yoga games, guided meditation 
and visualizations, art and opportunities 
for students to create intentional practices 
to use in their daily life. 

Grounded Kids is also different because 
we keep the yoga authentic. Our Quest 
For elevation program is an optional 
offering where students earn signature 
bandanas to celebrate learning a pose 
sequence and skills that take the practice 

Amy Haysman  (Photo: 2tPHOtO)

ONE-ON-ONE
PERSONALIZED 

YOGA SESSIONS

 
770-626-1559  

Giving Tree Yoga 
+ Wellness

yogasmyrna.com

off the mat. As part of the Quest, children 
design their own yoga sequence to help 
them with something they are working 
on in their life, such as patience, persever-
ance, anxiety or even getting along better 
with siblings. eventually, they learn how 
to teach others what has been so helpful 
to themselves. 

wHAt SPeCiFiC beNeFitS DOeS 
YOGA OFFer KiDS?
Teaching children yoga has gained 
popularity over the last few years, and for 
good reason. extensive research studies 
[bit.ly/grounded-kids-research] prove that 
children who practice yoga have a higher 
overall sense of well-being and perform 
better in school. They improve academi-
cally and exhibit fewer problems with 
behavior and absenteeism. 

Yoga teaches us how to express, bal-
ance, and regulate our emotions. It asks 
us to know what lies beneath the surface 
of reactivity and division in order to con-
nect to our true nature, which is at ease 
and self-assured. Young people learn to 
recognize when they’re out of alignment 
with their best pose or their best self, and 
they discover skills to realign in order to 
feel better in their body and mind. The 
practice builds resilience, strength, flex-
ibility and focus while reducing anxiety, 
depression, negative self-talk and the ef-
fects of chronic stress and trauma. 

Beyond the research studies, we fre-
quently hear everyday success stories. 
Parents report that brothers and sisters 
are no longer escalating disagreements 
but rather hearing each other out and 
working together to solve issues with 
empathy and respect. We receive occa-
sional thank you texts from parents when 
homework and bedtime go smoothly 
and the whole family sleeps peacefully. 
And physical therapists and occupational 
therapists contact us because they notice 
significant increases in core strength, co-
ordination and determination in patients 
who are attending yoga classes—and they 
want to spread the word. Over the years, 
teens have messaged us on social media, 
saying that what they learned in class has 
helped them deal with real-life issues like 
breakups, friendships, family struggles, 
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depression and general stress. Student athletes use yoga to pre-
pare both physically and mentally for their sports. And students 
with special needs discover ways to honor both their abilities 
and their vulnerabilities. 

The two yoga sequences below are typical of Grounded Kids’ 
practices, and they’re perfect for kids who are returning to 
school this month. The illustrations that accompany them were 
created by a 13-year-old boy during one of the first Grounded 
Summer Yoga Camps, and they have become an integral part of 
training manuals, practice decks and supporting materials.

Focus and Concentrate Sequence
This sequence is helpful preparation for homework and study 
time. 

(1) Focus Five Breath
Press your thumb and pinky 
together as you take a deep 
breath in and out. Press your 
thumb and ring finger and take another deep breath in and 
out. Continue breathing as you press thumb and middle finger 
together and thumb and index finger together. Conclude with a 
fifth deep breath as you give a thumbs up to the universe. 

(2) Double Check
Cross your right elbow 
under your left and join 
your palms. Bend your 
knees and cross your right leg over your left 
to balance on one foot. Breathe evenly and 
alternate your gaze from your hands to some-
thing in the distance and then back to your hands 
several times. Unravel your limbs and repeat on 
the other side. Feel balanced and alert at the 
same time. 

(3) Child’s Pose
From all fours, touch your big toes together and 
widen your knees a little. Reach your arms 
forward as you bring your hips back toward your 
heels. Rest your forehead on the ground. Pause there for several 
breaths. 

illustrations by Dylan laakmann

To place an ad in our  Yoga section, inquire at ads@naAtlanta.com 

BLUE LOTUS YOGA 
Johns Creek & Duluth
johnscreekyoga.com
duluthyogacenter.com
770-619-1283

 Both Johns Creek   
 and Duluth Yoga   

 environment for   
 transformation and 
discovery using the tools of 
traditional yoga to build deeper 
community and consciousness.  

PEACHTREE 
YOGA CENTER
6050 Sandy Springs Circle
Atlanta, GA 30328
404-847-9642
peachtreeyoga.com

 Friendly, safe   
 discover yoga.   
 We have more  
RYT500-certified teachers than 
any other GA studio. And our 
teaching program has produced 
more teachers and studio 
owners than any other in GA.  

SANTOSHA STUDIO
896 Davis Drive
Atlanta, GA 30327
santosha-studio.com

  A private   
  space for   
personal discovery, Santosha 

experiences in an intimate, 
woodland setting: therapeutic 
yoga, small group classes, 
continuing education, and 
meditation staycations.

 
 
 
 

Decatur
VISTA YOGA
2836 Lavista Road, Suite D
Decatur, GA 30033
404-929-9642
vistayoga.com

Johns Creek
JOHNS CREEK YOGA
11705 Jones Bridge Road
Johns Creek, GA 30005
770-619-1283
johnscreekyoga.com

TRUTH IN MOTION YOGA
9950 Jones Bridge Rd, Ste 1000
Johns Creek, GA 30022
truthinmotionyoga@gmail.com
truthinmotionyoga.com

Marietta
PEACH OUT POWER YOGA
3162 Johnson Ferry Rd. Ste. 440
Marietta, GA 30062
470-299-5256
www.peachoutpoweryoga.com

Midtown
STILLWATER YOGA
Iyengar Yoga
27 Waddell Street Suite A
Atlanta, GA 30307
stillyoga.com

Private Instruction
GINA MINYARD, E-RYT 500
Privates | Workshops | Trainings
Deep Meditation Instruction
ginaminyard.com
678-521-0431

Roswell
PLUM TREE YOGA
1169 Canton Street
Roswell, GA 30075
PlumTreeYoga.com
404-434-3542 

Smyrna
GIVING TREE YOGA + WELLNESS
1295 W. Spring Street, Suite 200
Smyrna, GA 30080
yogasmyrna.com
770-626-1559
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the bedtime Sequence
Practice these poses in bed for a peaceful sleep. 

(1) Lotus Breath
Bring your palms together in front of your 
heart. Press the outer edges of your hands 
together and open your fingers away from 
each other to resemble a lotus flower. In-
hale and lift your lotus toward the moon. 
exhale and release your arms out to either side. 
Connect to your heart and let go of tension. 

(2) Do The Twist
lie on your back with bent knees and out-
stretched arms. As you exhale, drop your knees 

to one side and turn your head 
in the opposite direction. In-
hale to center. exhale to switch sides. Contin-

ue to move in rhythm to your 
breath for several rounds. 
Unwind from the day. 

(3) Dark Seed Light
lie on your back and stretch your legs. Place your 

arms by your sides. One at a time, 
squeeze and then release your toes, 

legs, hips, belly, hands, arms, shoul-
ders and face. Pay attention to the 
flow of your natural breath. As you 

inhale, think, “I am …” As you exhale, 
think, “… relaxed.” Nuzzle into the darkness like a seed gaining 
nourishment to grow in the light. ❧

For more information: GroundedKids.com

Sheila Ewers, ERYT500, YACEP, owns Blue Lotus 
Yoga in Johns Creek. A former professor of 
writing and literature, she leads group and 
private lessons, yoga philosophy workshops, yoga 
teacher training and retreats. Contact Sheila 
at Sheila@JohnsCreekYoga.com.

DECADES OF HEALING WISDOM
MOMENTS OF HEALING GRACE

Why a Naturopath?

Janine Romaner
Naturopathic Doctor
770.640.6690
naturallyhealthy.ws

Because we eliminate root causes, not just symptoms.  
Because we heal the whole person — physical, emotional 
and mental — not just treat a body part. Because we  
engage your natural healing capacity instead of prescribing 
pharmaceuticals. And because we practice “an ounce of 
prevention is worth a pound of cure.”

Happiness is a butterfly, which when
pursued, is always just beyond

your grasp, but which, if you will sit
down quietly, may alight upon you.

~Nathaniel Hawthorne
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This month, on the sunny fields of Camp Jordan in Chat-
tanooga, Tennessee, thousands of people will gather to 
laugh, lounge and luxuriate in the atmosphere of Get Off 

the Grid Fest. While on the surface it might appear to be just 
another music festival, Get Off the Grid Fest is one of the South-
east’s premier demonstrations of the efficacy of solar power and 
the power of music and activism. It is the result of the efforts of 
former Atlantan Bill Fleming, an accomplished musician, activ-
ist and community-builder, his partner and festival co-founder 
ed Witkin, and the passionate team that surrounds them. 

The festival’s three stages run entirely on solar power as do its 
other activities, including dance parties, educational seminars, 
equipment demonstrations and interactive displays. Witkin, who 
also manages the solar generators that power the festival, esti-
mates they’ll use the same amount of electricity it would take to 
power three or four houses to supply the festival’s three days. 

In addition to being a demonstration of what is possible with 
solar power, Fleming, 69, sees his music festival as proof positive 
of other “powers”—namely, those of community and activism. 

Get Off the Grid Fest is the culmination of one of Fleming’s 
lifelong interests. “It started back in 1971 with one of the very 
first earth Days,” he says. “I organized it with a bunch of other 
people back in Jacksonville. Back then, environmental activism 
was very subversive. We had the Jacksonville police come out 
and take pictures of our license plates.” 

It was the sense of community that fueled Fleming’s interest 
in environmental issues and sustains his passion. “We felt like 

we were moving together as a group,” says Fleming. “A lot of it 
had to do with the Vietnam War. You know, we were cannon 
fodder for that war,” he says, referring to the draft. 

Both the deterioration of the environment and the threat of 
being drafted affected many people in Fleming’s circle, and both 
inspired his activism. 

Fleming also had an interest and talent in music. That got him 
thinking.

“The best way to build a community or sustain a movement is 
through song,” says Fleming.  
    “We’ve seen it time and time again. The anti-war movement 
was full of songs. The Bread and Roses movement [of 1912] 
was led by women seeking better pay, and they sang and wrote 
songs.” He wanted to follow in their footsteps by creating a 
community and engineering social change through the power of 
song. But he wasn’t going to do it alone. 

In 1985, spurred on by their 
joint interest in politics and mu-
sic, Fleming met Witkin. They 
began playing music together 
and formed the PAND Band—
short for “Performing Artists 
for Nuclear Disarmament.”

Witkin had other inter-
ests besides music, includ-
ing solar power. “ed is my 
solar guru,” says Fleming. 

GreeN liviNG

Get Off the Grid Festival’s 
BILL FLEMING

Weaving Community, Activism and Music 
into a (Solar) Powerful Weekend

by Noah Chen

“You’d be hard-pressed to find a man who knows more about 
solar power than ed.” Witkin founded Carrboro Solar Works, 
llC, and has been involved in solar projects with many others, 
including activist/singer Pete Seeger. 

In the late 80s, Witkin had been tinkering with solar tech-
nologies and modified a Volkswagen bus so it could run on solar 
power. The vehicle impressed Fleming and inspired the pair to 
produce the Alternative energy Festival in little Five Points, 
Georgia, in 1989. 

“We got people from all over the state to come and bring 
things [to the AeF] that had to do with taking care of the 
environment. So, we just had a festival out there on the field, 
powered by a solar generator I put together,” says Witkin.

“That was the early origins of Get Off the Grid,” Fleming 
recalls. 

Fleming, whose ties to Atlanta include teaching at Georgia 
State University and Georgia Perimeter College, moved to little 
Five Points in 1980 and found the nearby fields to be the perfect 
place to host a music festival. Though he has since left, Fleming 
remembers being inspired by the people there. 

“Atlanta was a fabulous place to raise a family,” says Fleming. 
“We used to do potlucks and festivals, and we did street dances 
and things like that.” 

Fleming has also hosted “The Boogie,” 
a pre-Fourth-of-July music 
and dance party, for over 
30 years. He describes it 
as “a party in the woods 
with 500 of your best friends 
who you might not have 
ever met.” No tickets are sold 
and there’s no advertising; 
Fleming says that anyone who 
shows up is meant to be there, 
as long as they cause no harm 
and help pick up afterwards. 

Though Fleming recalls his 
time in Atlanta fondly, he couldn’t 
resist moving to the mountains 
north of the city when a parcel of 
land came up for sale for cheap. He 
built his off-the-grid house there, a 
move that took him one step closer to the Get Off the Grid Fest.

If the AeF was the start of the Get Off the Grid Fest, Flem-
ing’s home and community inspired its current iteration. 
Tucked away in the mountains of North Georgia, six houses, 
including his own, sit on a land trust he owns. There, Fleming 
and his investment partner, Ken Banwart, founded Heartwood, 
a community where like-minded people can apply to build a 
house. “Our membership protocol requires that people bring a 
project to the community, and it has to be something they can’t 
finish on their own,” says Fleming. The requirement allows 
community members to get to know the newcomers and ensures 
everyone brings something to the table. 

“We learned that no one can get off the grid by themselves. It 
takes a community to be off the grid, and we had hundreds of 
people help us figure out how to do it.” The creation of the fes-
tival was “an outgrowth of putting [our] experience out there,” 
he explains. “It was so empowering for us. We feel that everyone 
needs to have access to this.” 

With the help of dedicated organizers and his solar guru, 
Fleming produces the Get Off the Grid Fest every two years. 

“He definitely trusts other people, depends on their vision and 
brings them in that way. It’s very rewarding,” says Glenn Carroll, a 
partner of the festival and the Coordinator of Nuclear Watch South. 

“Another part of it is rock and roll,” Carroll says, referring to 
Fleming’s success. “everybody loves music, and everybody loves 
to dance. It’s like magic.” 

“Get Off the Grid is my connection to the world at large,” says 
Fleming. “That’s how I see my dharma. My calling is to make 
this available to as many people as I can.” ❧

Disclosure: Bill Fleming is a friend of the publisher of this magazine.

The third biennial Get Off The Grid Fest (GOTGF) is in 
Chattanooga this year from August 20 through 22.

The festival’s purpose is “to explore and present practical 
methods of protecting and preserving our natural resources,” 
says its website. 

The weekend is packed with presentations and workshops, 
activities, vending, food and three stages of music, including 
Saturday night’s headliner, Randall Bramlett. Jim lauderdale 
headlines Friday night and Brown eyed Women closes the 
festival late Sunday afternoon. 

GOTGF will feature more than 70 speakers in the areas 
of energy and environment, health and wellness, food and 
agriculture and arts and community. The keynote address 
will be given by Mark Jacobson, Director of the Atmo-
sphere/energy Program and Professor of Civil and envi-
ronmental engineering at Stanford University. Jacobson’s 
work is the scientific basis of the Green New Deal, states 
the GOTGF website.

Another feature of the festival is the electric Vehicle expo, 
which provides attendees the opportunity to test drive cars. The 
Health and Wellness Tent focuses on alternative healing meth-
ods, such as chiropractic, sound healing, Thai bodywork, CBD, 
herbs and more. Yoga is offered daily and there are tai chi and 
qi gong sessions as well. 

The Gnome Zone promises fun for the little ones with in-
teractive play spaces, puppeteers and solar-powered toys. The 
curated art exhibit depicts “the wondrous relationship between 
human beings and the earth,” according to the website.

A three-day pass for the festival is $60 plus tax, and single-
day tickets are $20 for Friday and Sunday and $30 for Saturday. 
Children 16 and under get in free. 

For more information, visit GetOffTheGridFest.net.

Get Off the Grid Fest 2021

Bill Fleming  (Photo: lynn Marie Dwyer)
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An interview with Mark Z. Jacobson on the 

Climate Change imperative
by Diane Eaton, MciS

First things first: How are we do-
ing? You’ve set the bar at achiev-
ing 100% clean, renewable energy 
nationwide by 2050, but fossil 
fuels currently produce more than 
80% of the nation’s energy con-
sumption. We have quite a moun-
tain to climb. Are we on pace to 
get there?
We’re only about 8% there. We’ve transi-
tioned about 8% of our infrastructure com-
pared to what we need to do to get to 100% 
renewable energy and heat by 2050 or 80% 
by 2030. So, we need to do a lot more a 
lot faster. We can’t wait 25 years before we 
start. We need a rapid transition timeline, 
and that requires people knowing that the 
problem is serious enough to convince our 
policymakers to make laws and regulations 
that accelerate the transition rapidly. 

We have 15 U.S. states and territories 
that have laws or executive orders to get to 
100% renewable electricity—but elec-
tricity is only 20% of all end-use energy. 
There are 176 cities in the U.S. that have 

Researcher, speaker, Stanford University professor and winner of 
multiple awards for significant contributions to climate research, 
Mark Z. Jacobson, Ph.D., has spent three decades identifying the 

fastest, cleanest and most efficient path for all sectors of the U.S. economy 
to switch to renewable energy production from fossil fuels. In addition to 
developing scientific models—one has been used by nearly a thousand re-
searchers—he has worked with the Sierra Club, which has, in turn, worked 
with 176 cities and towns to pass resolutions and laws targeting 100% 
renewable electricity production. Jacobson is also the keynote speaker at the 
Get Off the Grid Fest in Chattanooga, Tennessee, on August 20 to 22.

The time is now. Without a huge, comprehensive pivot to renewable 
energy sources, the earth’s atmosphere will climb to 1.8°F warmer by 2050 
than it was at the turn of the 20th century. Climate change is already making 
a noticeable impact around the globe with record-breaking weather patterns 
of all kinds. In years to come, no one will remain unscathed from the fallout.

I spoke with Dr. Jacobson about where we are in this enormous effort and what more we need to do. [Lightly edited for space and clarity.]

committed to 100% renewables, but that’s 
only electricity, not all energy. We need to 
involve all energy sectors—transportation, 
building and industry as well as electricity. 
It’s still progress, but we need a much faster 
transition than we have now.

President Biden seems to have 
heard you. His Clean Energy Plan 
aims to achieve 100% clean energy 
and net zero emissions by 2050. 
His budget proposal aims to pour 
money into clean water, transpor-
tation and power infrastructures. 
Are you encouraged?
He’s certainly made progress compared 
to previous administrations, and I ap-
plaud that. But I’m concerned that a lot 
of money is going toward what I call “all 
of the above” policies—things that don’t 
really work, like carbon capture, direct air 
capture, nuclear power, bioenergy and bio-
fuels. Those are not going to help solve the 
climate or air pollution problems. They’re 
money pits.

Why is that?
Those other technologies are not efficient, 
either. They still require some burning of 
fuels, and they require more energy to run. 
So, where does that energy come from? 
From mining and burning more fossil 
fuels, so you have more air pollution and 
more mining and more combustion emis-
sions. They’re not acceptable solutions.

You’ve said that we have what 
we need—the technology and the 
financial resources—to achieve 
100% renewable energy production 
by 2050. So why aren’t we moving 
faster?
The main barriers to transitioning are not 
technological or economic. We have 95% 
of all the technologies we need right now. 
The cost of energy production is really 
expensive now, so we’ll definitely save 
money compared with not transitioning. 
We will reduce energy use so much due to 
the efficiency of electricity over burning 
things, and so, because we use so much less 

Mark Z. Jacobson  (Photo: Mariaelena Comoroto)

energy, costs will be at least 60% lower with 
a clean, renewable energy system.

So, why aren’t we doing it faster? There are 
a lot of people still entrenched in the fossil 
fuel industry, a lot of lobbyists impeding ef-
forts to transition to clean, renewable energy. 
There’s also an information gap. Most people 
are not aware of what you can do in your 
own home or in life to make the shift. We 
need to provide assurances to people that 
the transition will make their lives the same 
or better; it will reduce their health impacts, 
reduce climate impacts. This is needed to 
convince people to vote for policymakers 
who will [build] a trend or rapid transition.

Most people are complacent and aren’t 
sure how fast we need to go. They support 
changes, but they don’t realize we need to 
support policies that require rapid changes, 
like 80% within nine years. 

The cost of renewables—solar 
especially—is falling rapidly. Is this 
helping the cause? 
Yes, it is driving the purchasing of lots of 
wind and solar around the world. Cer-
tainly, the drop in the cost of renewables, 
electric vehicles, heat pumps and battery 
storage has really helped to drive the tran-
sition. Something like 94% of all the new 
installed electricity-generating capacity in 
the U.S.—from January to April of 2021—
was wind, water and solar. That’s because 
the costs have come down and because 
there are lots of laws and renewable portfo-
lio standards in some states. 

Wind energy is one of the technolo-
gies within your trifecta solution 
of what you call “WWS” for wind, 
water and solar. Many argue that 
the amount of land needed to 
provide any significant amount of 
power from wind turbines is unfea-
sible and unattractive. How do you 
answer them? 
To power the entire U.S. with wind, water 
and solar, we only need about 0.6% of the 
U.S. land mass, and the space between the 
turbines can be used for agriculture and 
farmland. In comparison, the fossil fuel 
industry takes up 1.3% of the land. 

Wind is the lowest-cost form of electric-

WHAT IS CLIMATE CHANGE?
the earth’s atmosphere has warmed by 1°C (1.8° F) since 1900, according to 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and if unimpeded, it will 
climb to 2°C by 2050. the impact will unquestioningly be devastating to human 
life around the globe. the New england Journal of Medicine says that, conser-
vatively, 250,000 people will die each year due to the rising temperature. Other 
consequences include rising sea levels, coastal flooding, supercharged hur-
ricanes, glacier and sea-ice melting, hotter and more frequent wildfires, longer 
and deeper droughts, famine, agricultural shifts, migration due to environmental 
changes, species extinction and more.

FOSSIL FuEL ENERGY PRODuCTION…
• Consumes dwindling natural resources
• Generates deadly pollution and toxins
• Can be mined and monetized only in a few locations
• will see dramatically increasing prices across all sectors
• requires installations that damage the terrain
• Comes with disruptions to service and grid instability

RENEWABLE ENERGY SOuRCES…
• use virtually inexhaustible natural resources
• Are available nearly everywhere
• Cause virtually no environmental damage 
• Are 60% cheaper than fossil fuels
• Are more energy-efficient than fossil fuel production
• will not increase in price over time
• Offer grid stability and continuous supply

COMPARING LAND uSE
the fossil fuel industry takes up 1.3% of the u.S. land mass. with renewables, 
only about 0.6% of u.S. land would be needed to power the entire u.S. for all 
purposes. Plus, any empty space can be used for agriculture and farmland.

PROGRESS IN ATLANTA AND GEORGIA
• Atlanta adopted its Clean energy resolution in 2017, with the goal of powering 

municipal buildings with 100% renewable sources by 2025 and going commu-
nity-wide by 2035. the Plan focuses on decreasing energy bills, creating jobs, 
improving air quality and public health and stimulating economic development.

• Georgia is among the top 10 states for solar production and produces more 
electricity from wood and wood waste than any other state. in 2019, Dalton in-
stalled the largest solar panel manufacturing plant in the western hemisphere. 
State lawmakers are reticent to put initiatives into law but are supporting busi-
nesses in adopting green policies.

YES, YOu CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE. HERE’S HOW:
1.  Next time you buy a car, buy all-electric.
2.  Make your home as energy-efficient as possible: weatherize, seal and insulate.
3.  Purchase energy-efficient appliances and switch to leD bulbs.
4.  Consider solar panels for your home or solar projects in your community.
5.  buy from a utility company that uses or supports renewable sources.
6.  educate yourself about what is being done in your city and state.
7.  take action: urge your elected officials to enact renewable energy initiatives.
8.  reduce commute times.
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ity in the U.S. by far. It’s half the cost of new 
natural gas, it takes the least amount of 
physical land on the ground, and it doesn’t 
have any air pollution associated with its 
operation nor climate-relevant emissions. 
It’s efficient, clean, low-cost. There’s really 
little downside to using it.

Does nuclear play a role in the 
switch to renewables?
There are a lot of problems with nuclear 
reactors. For one, it takes too long and 
they’re too expensive to build. The cost 
is about five times higher per unit of 

energy compared with wind or solar. 
There are just a few in the U.S.—two are 
in Georgia—and it takes an average of 15 
to 16 years for planning and operation 
of any nuclear plant, so if we plan a new 
one today, it won’t be ready until 2037. 
We can’t wait that long. On top of that, 
there’s unresolved waste issues, nuclear 
weapons proliferation issues, meltdown 
issues and mining risk issues. Why 
should we do it?

How can we feel empowered to be 
a part of the change when it seems 
like corporations and government 
have the most control and make the 
most impact? 

All these things combined, 
we can keep the grid 

stable, we can create jobs, 
save money, and reduce 

land use by going to clean 
renewable energy. 

It’s important to remember that people 
are buying things that industry is making; 
people are living in homes that require en-
ergy; people are driving and that requires 
transportation; all sectors are involved 
with the use of energy by individuals. 

So, individuals can do a lot to help solve 
the problem. First, you don’t need both 
electricity and gas in your home; there’s 
no reason to have two energy sources. It 
saves you a lot of money not to put gas in 
your home. If you don’t have gas, you don’t 
need to put pipes in, you don’t need to pay 
hookup fees, you don’t need to dig ditches 
for gas pipes. even if you have gas now, 
you can retrofit your home by using heat 
pumps, electric cooktops instead of a gas 
stove, and electric cars. Whatever you use 
gas for in your home, you can go through 
an electric alternative. 

You can make your home energy ef-
ficient by simple things like caulking 
windows and doors to stop up leaks of 
air. You can save a lot of energy using 
leD light bulbs and energy efficient 
appliances. ❧

Feel the JOY 
  of LOVE again!

Join the Largest Online Community of 
Holistic-Conscious Singles who value

Authentic & Loving Relationships
Natural Health & Sustainable Living
Living a Conscious Life  Honoring Diversity

Try for FREE at NaturalAwakeningsSingles.com

Diana E. Cohen
emotional intuit & energy Healer
www.dianaecohen.com
dianaecohen@gmail.com
678-478-5910

i guide clients to their full 
potential: emotionally, spiritu-
ally, mentally, physically. the 
modality i use releases the old 
negative egoic energy and 
allows you to use your Higher 
energy. 

Synchronized  
Healing System
Susan Phillips 
susphill@gmail.com 
678-609-8710

Offering Synchronized Healing 
System® (SHS) sessions that 
help release old pain, disap-
pointment, grief, anger, etc. 
Also: Past-life regressions, 
Crystal light bed sessions and 
usui reiki classes.

Tai Chi Association 
www.tai-chi-association.com/tAi-CHi
404-488-8383

less stress. elevated mood. 
better sleep. improved 
organ health. balanced 
energy. All this and more 
from wisdom practices 

developed over thousands of years. From a 
Master of 44 years.    

Energy Healing
Be	Your	Best	You.	

Transform	Subconscious	Beliefs	
with	PSYCH-K¨ or	EFT	Tapping. 

www.bestuinstitute.com	
info@bestuinstitute.com

Do you want 
your 

service 
to be included 
on this page? 

This focused advertising 
page offers special rates and terms! 

For more info: ads@naAtlanta.com
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What is happiness? Aristotle pondered it, our coun-
try’s founders encouraged its pursuit, but only 
now—thanks to the thriving field of Positive 

Psychology—have we learned more precisely how to attain and 
sustain it. In thousands of studies in the last two decades, re-
searchers have watched babies share crackers, put Tibetan monks 
in brain scanners, asked college students to do kind deeds and 
explored databases, among other strategies. A major finding has 
emerged: Happiness is, to a great degree, in our own hands—or 
more exactly, our own minds.

“You get to choose,” says trailblazing researcher Barbara 
Fredrickson, author of Positivity and Love 2.0 and a professor at 
the University of North Carolina. “No matter where your river of 
emotions flows today, over time and with continued effort and 
attention, you can change its course and location to live a happier, 
more positive life.” Using advanced brain imaging technology, 
neuroscientists and psychologists have discovered that the brain is 
“plastic” and malleable. When we change our thinking and actions 
in positive ways, brain neurons start rewiring themselves to make 
newfound happiness settle in, especially if our practices are repetitive. 

“Interestingly, changes can start quite quickly,” says neuro-

THINK YOURSelF 
HAPPY

Seven ways to  
Change Your Mind  

and be Happier 
by Ronica o’hara

scientist Andrew Newberg, who has authored 10 books on the 
brain, emotions and spirituality, including Words Can Change 
Your Brain. “For those changes to become more fully ingrained, it 
can take a few months, but it does not necessarily require hours a 
day for many years.”

A change in thinking shifted the behavior and life of John 
Peterson, a sales manager at a major West Coast auto retailer and 
editor of SafeDriveGear.com. “I was unhappy and miserable, so I 
decided to give gratitude a shot,” he recalls. “It was mechanical to 
start, but the reactions I got turned into a domino effect.” Instead 
of giving cursory thanks, he praised a co-worker’s kindness in 
handing him a daily cup of coffee; now they chat about their 
families. Instead of “keeping myself to myself,” he offered to help 
a neighbor he barely knew to clean gutters; now they’re “barbecue 
besties,” he says, adding, “I was kind of blown away at the incredible 
effect gratitude had on my life, both in improving my mental health 
and boosting my relationships. It was a real revelation to me!”

Positive psychologists offer two major approaches: adopting 
habits that encourage happiness and clearing away the mental de-
bris that blocks it. Many books and websites offer a wide range of 
theories, techniques and tips. “The most effective practices for you 

personal evolution are the ones that you enjoy and are willing 
to do more often,” says Tchiki Davis, Ph.D., 
a Psychology Today blogger and founder 
of The Berkeley Well-Being Institute. The 
following are research-based methods to 
enhance happiness:
 

1 Aim for a three-to-one 
ratio of positive to 

negative experiences 
The difference between languishing and 
flourishing, says Fredrickson in her book 
Positivity, is constructing a life in which 
heartfelt positive experiences outnumber 
the negatives by three to one. Positive 
experiences that flow from feelings such as 
gratitude, serenity, hope, awe and love can 
be as simple as exchanging smiles with a 
passerby, patting a friend on the back, jok-
ing with a cashier, picking up something 
that someone has dropped or planting a 
kiss on a son’s head. She emphasizes that 
the experiences must be authentic and 
heartfelt: acting “Pollyanna-ish” out of 
habit or pasting on a smile can actually 
make us feel worse, and positivity can 
turn toxic if it’s relentlessly turned on 100 
percent of the time. “True happiness is not 
rigid and unchanging,” she says.

When it comes to marriage, five posi-
tive interactions for every negative one is 
the “magic ratio” that makes it happy and 
stable, according to studies by renowned 
relationship psychologist John Gottman, 
author of What Makes Love Last. “Suc-
cessful long-term relationships are created 
through small words, small gestures and 
small acts,” he writes.

2     Flip negativity by 
reframing experiences 

Positive reframing involves shifting 
misery-making thinking to see the positive 
side of any situation. Canadian researchers 
reported in a 340-person survey at APA 
PsycNet that during the pandemic, refram-
ing was the most effective mental health 
strategy; people practicing it gradually felt 
better, while people that vented, distracted 
themselves or disengaged from others fared 
worse. Reframing strategies include view-
ing a problem as a challenge, a learning op-
portunity or a way to help others; finding 

the higher purpose or divine order in a bad 
situation; exploring what the unexpected 
benefits might be; and finding humor in a 
situation. 

3 Defuse the inner critic 
with caring self-talk 

Berating ourselves for our shortcomings is 
a sure route to suffering, but applying self-
compassion powerfully lowers the volume. 
It involves three elements: treating our-
selves as kindly as we would a dear friend; 
realizing that making mistakes is intrinsi-
cally human so we’re not alone; and non-
judgmentally facing our emotions without 
denying or indulging them, according to its 
major theorist, psychologist Kristin Neff, 
author of Self-Compassion: Stop Beating 
Yourself Up and Leave Insecurity Behind. 
Numerous studies show that people that 
practice self-compassion have less self-
doubt and fewer negative thoughts, are less 
likely to feel anxious or depressed, enjoy 
better health and relationships and are 
more resilient and motivated to change.

4 Clear away pain by 
questioning assumptions 

Of our estimated 12,000 to 60,000 thoughts 
per day, about 80 percent are negative and 
95 percent are repetitive, says the National 
Science Foundation. Those noisy mental 
loops dampen our spirits by repetitively 
telling us that something regretful should 
not have happened in the past or is going 
to happen to blight the future. Few worries 
have real credence: A Cornell University 
study found that 85 percent of what people 
worry about never happens. Of the 15 
percent of worries that did happen, 79 
percent of people found they handled the 
problem better than they had expected or 
that they learned a valuable lesson from it. 
Cognitive behavioral therapists help clients 
to examine those beliefs and assumptions, 
challenge the dysfunctional ones and try 
out different interpretations to uncover the 
truth. 

Victor Blue, a Tampa transportation 
engineer, examined his difficult relationship 
with a tyrannical father by asking himself 
two questions that spiritual teacher and 

A PLACE TO HEAL NATURALLY

Learn more at  
www.theoaksanctuary.com  

or call 404-903-4104

4989 North Main Street, Suite 104 | Acworth, GA 30101

OFFERING 

Bach Flower Remedies  
Sound Sessions | Monthly Events

Available online or in person
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Online resources
AuthenticHappiness.org: positive psychology news 
and self-tests Martin e.P. Seligman, a University of Pennsyl-
vania professor and bestselling author who coined the phrase 
“positive psychology” in 1998, designed this comprehensive 
website that includes new research and dozens of self-ques-
tionnaires.
Pursuit-of-Happiness.org: research and cur-
riculums Resources offered by Barbara Fredrickson, 
Ph.D., author of Positivity and Love 2.0, include an over-
view of research, online courses and curriculum suggestions.

The sons of men are one  
and I am one with them.

I seek to love, not hate;
I seek to serve and not  

exact due service;
I seek to heal, not hurt.

Let pain bring due reward  
of light and love.

Let the soul control the outer  
form, and life and all events,

And bring to light the  
love which underlies the  
happenings of the time.

Let vision come and insight.
Let the future stand revealed.
Let inner union demonstrate  
and outer cleavages be gone.

Let love prevail.  
Let all men love.

The Mantram of  
Unification

SHARE
 International Network
 Southeast Region

For more information 
bit.ly/share-se

author Byron Katie suggests applying to any painful thought: “Is it true? Can you absolutely 
know it’s true?” Self-inquiring deeply, Blue realized he had a distorted view: His father had 
in fact loved him, but had lacked the capacity to show it with warmth or tenderness. “My 
father started with very little and saw a tough world and treated everyone tough,” he says. 
“And I came to realize that yes, I am able to father myself.”

5 Open the heart by deepening gratitude  
Perhaps the most popular and direct approach to happiness is gratitude. Research 

shows that feeling and expressing thankfulness significantly boosts emotional well-being, 
makes us feel more connected and generous to others, and improves health and sleep 
quality. In one study, writing a few sentences of gratitude once per week for 10 weeks 
increased optimism and hope in participants; they even exercised more and had fewer 
doctor visits than those writing about aggravations. Writing a thank-you letter to someone we 
haven’t appreciated enough in the past can induce a sense of well-being that lasts for at least 
six months, a University of Pennsylvania study found.

6 Quiet the noisy mind with meditation, prayer and 
mindfulness  

Using functional magnetic resonance imaging, Newberg and other neuroscientists 
studied meditating Buddhist monks, prayerful Catholic nuns and mindfulness medita-
tors. They found that each practice has its own distinctive pattern of brain activity, yet 
all three deactivate the brain regions that underlie mind chatter. That “default mode 
network” is constantly ruminating, nagging and making sure we avoid trouble. Sustained 
spiritual practices gradually turn down its everyday volume, which may explain in part 
the well-documented link between spiritual practices and well-being. even brief medita-
tions can have a quieting effect, counsels New York City psychologist and mindfulness 
teacher loch Kelly, author of Shift into Freedom. In a quiet moment, he suggests, “Ask 
yourself, ‘What is here right now if there is no problem to solve?’” 

7  lift up others with a positive outlook
The more we give with a full heart, the more happiness we experience, studies show—

and the benefits radiate far beyond ourselves. Following nearly 5,000 people over 20 years, 
Harvard researchers found that one person’s happiness triggers a chain reaction up to 
three degrees away, lifting the spirits not only of friends, but friends’ friends, and their 
friends’ friends’ friends. effects can last up to one year. It’s a vital way to help the world, 
says Fredrickson. “The happiness that you experience together with others has ripple ef-
fects, both biological and behavioral, that make whole communities healthier.” ❧

Health writer Ronica O’Hara can be reached at OHaraRonica@gmail.com. 
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Betsey Grady, Akashic Records  
Consultant & Spiritual Counselor
251.752.6509 
BetseyGrady.com

"Akashic readings are a deeply 
spiritual experience that will leave 
you soothed, uplifted and peaceful."

Are you looking for guidance?  
Or to connect with a departed loved one? 

Achieve clarity, understanding & direction with a reading. 

A Wonderful
Approach

SpirituAl life CoACh 
MoMMA Seven

Call for a frEE assEssmEnt
678-777-1373

www.awondErfulapproaCh.Com

well-being basics
Besides using mental strategies, choosing happiness involves taking daily actions 
that enhance our well-being, as studies demonstrate.

Eat a happy-making diet 
A gut-wisdom axis may exist. People with a greater diversity of the gut microbi-
ome—the mark of a healthy diet—had higher levels of wisdom, compassion and 
social support, and lower levels of loneliness than people with less diverse microbi-
omes, University of California San Diego scientists reported in Frontiers in Psychia-
try. A study of 12,000 Australians found that the more they increased their fruit and 
vegetable intake over a seven-year period, the happier and more satisfied with life 
they became. eating eight servings a day was as happiness-producing as going from 
being unemployed to employed.  

Exercise even a little 
Whether it’s lunges or sun salutations, movement lifts us up. In a review of 23 pub-
lished studies involving half a million people published in The Journal of Happiness 
Studies, University of Michigan researchers found strong evidence that any kind of 
exercise increases happiness; even as little as 10 minutes a day raises spirits. People 
that exercise at least 30 minutes on most days are about 30 percent happier than 
those that don’t exercise.

Go for the doze
Surveys show that getting enough sleep is the most influential factor in how people 
rate their daily mood, with good sleepers more likely to rate their life as happier 
overall. A University of California, Berkeley, study found that inadequate sleep 
makes our brains 60 percent more reactive to negative stimuli; in other words, being 
tired makes us grouchy.

Love a lot 
A landmark study that began in 1938 and followed 724 Harvard students and 
working-class Boston youth for 80 years found that fame and achievements didn’t 
make them truly happy—warm, loving relationships with their family, friends and 
community did. In a 2020 study, Pennsylvania State University researchers found 
that simply becoming aware of daily experiences of “felt love”, defined as “micro-mo-
ments when you experience resonance with someone,” increases those heartwarming 
episodes and improves well-being.

Do good deeds 
Performing five acts of kindness one day a week, such as helping a friend with a task, 
writing a thank-you email or donating blood, had a more powerful and long-lasting ef-
fect on college students’ happiness than spreading five good deeds over a week, reports 
University of California, Riverside, researchers. A four-year study of 13,000 retirees 
found that those volunteering more than two hours per week were happier, more opti-
mistic and less lonely and depressed than people that never volunteered.

Be nurtured by nature 
After walking in a natural setting, people ruminated less and showed increased activ-
ity in the subgenual prefrontal cortex, an area of the brain that lowers depression 
and anxiety, Stanford researchers found. In one study, people watching five minutes 
of Planet Earth felt 46 percent more awe and 31 percent more gratitude than people 
watching the news or a comedy show. Biological diversity also matters: european 
scientists found that an additional 10 percent of bird species in an area increases 
residents’ life enjoyment as much as a 10 percent increase in their income. 

 My humanity is bound up 
in yours,for we can only 

be human together.

~Desmond tutu 
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T R A N S F O R M I N G  
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H E A L T H C A R E "
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chronic diseases and achieve WELLthier Living – Happy. Healthy. Abundant. Purpose-
Filled. Join the movement as we share knowledge and healing success stories, access to 
evidence-based resources, immersive learning opportunities from the experts, and help 
create meaningful connections..

Take control and optimize your health and well-being by visiting:
KnoWEwell.com

As a Natural Awakenings reader, receive 50% off your first year of membership.  
Individuals apply:  NAPUB0221                Practitioners apply:  NAPUB0221P

wise words

In his mid-20s, Alberto Villoldo, a 
psychologist and medical anthro-
pologist, was the youngest clinical 

professor at San Francisco State Univer-
sity, where he founded and directed the 
Biological Self-Regulation laboratory to 
decode the effects of energy medicine on 
the human brain. Villoldo eventually set 
aside the limitations of the microscope 
in search of a broader, more ancient per-
spective. His 10-year deep dive into the 
heart of shamanic culture in the Andes 
and the Amazon regions filled in the 
missing pieces of his research, but a dire 
health crisis decades later drove him to 
explore shamanic transformation. Today, 
Villoldo is in vibrant health and the au-
thor of bestselling books translated into 
several languages, including Grow a New 
Body: How Spirit and Power Plant Nutri-
ents Can Transform Your Health. He is the 
founder of the Four Winds Society, which 
trains energy medicine practitioners in its 
light Body School.

What is shamanism and  
the shaman’s role?
Shamanism is a philosophy and a lifestyle 
similar to Buddhism in many ways. It 
includes healing practices for clearing 
the imprints of trauma from the lumi-
nous energy field (leF) that surrounds 
the physical body, and that organizes 
the body in the same way that a magnet 
organizes iron filings on a piece of glass. 

Shamans mediate between the visible 
world of matter and the invisible world of 
energy and consciousness. The under-
standing of the shaman is that what we 
call reality is simply the projection of a 
map of the world we carry within us. To 
change the world, you need to change the 
map, but the map only changes through 
sacred ceremony.

Shamanism is making a comeback 
because we have exhausted our masculine, 
reductionistic and predatory Western 
paradigm. It offers a more feminine, par-
ticipatory worldview that is founded on the 
notion of becoming earth Keepers—stew-
ards of the garden of nature.

How does shamanism address 
body, mind and spirit?
We need to think of the quaternity, includ-
ing Gaia, the great mother. There is only 
one illness—disconnection from the great 
mother. There is only one cure, which is 
returning to Gaia. The luminous energy 
field is an information field. It contains 
all your genetic history—the story of the 
drama that runs in your family that you 
have programmed into the neural net-
works in your brain. Shamans discovered 
how to upgrade the quality of the informa-
tion in the leF. 

Out of the 40 million different species on 
earth, only humans, whales and dolphins 
don’t have death programmed into their 
DNA. There are no grandmothers in na-
ture; menopause doesn’t exist. The minute 
you cannot make babies, you are elimi-
nated. We have the opportunity to take part 

in an experiment to grow bodies that are 
disease-proof, where our health span can 
equal our long lifespan.

What shamanic principle  
can we apply daily?
Our Western diet and antibiotic use have 
decimated our gut flora, and in the process, 
ruined our “gut instinct”—the basis of the 
shaman’s “second sight”, the ability to see 
the hidden nature of reality. You cannot 
meditate, heal yourself or others, forgive 
those who wronged you or stop feeling 
like a victim if your gut flora is compro-
mised. If your gut is riddled with Candida, 
you will only perceive strife and be angry. 
even if you live in a city, you can cultivate 
sprouts and make probiotic-rich foods. 

How do you see our future?
I was trained as a medical anthropologist, 
yet what I do today is to train modern 
shamans; men and women versed in the 
ancient wisdom teachings and cutting-edge 
neuroscience. This is where the magic of 
science and shamanism meet. Western 
science and religion are very patriarchal 
and repressive of the feminine, confusing 
information for knowledge. We know how 
to diagnose, but do we know how to heal? 
The greatest science is the one that explores 
the soul’s journey through infinity, which is 
what shamans are concerned with. This is 
where we discover true healing. ❧

Marlaina Donato is an author and recording 
artist. Connect at AutumnEmbersMusic.com.

Alberto villoldo on 
Shamanic Healing

by Marlaina Donato

Shamans mediate between the visible world of matter and 
the invisible world of energy and consciousness.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Publicize your event! this section hosts free and paid listings. each month,  
we select a limited number of events — they must have broad appeal and  
cost no more than $10 to attend — to list for free. Otherwise, basic listings  
are $35 and enhanced listings are $75.

Submit free listings to calendar@naAtlanta.com and paid listings to 
ads@naAtlanta.com.

WEDNESDAY, AuGuST 4
Online: Common Polished Crystal Shapes: 
Part 1 – 6pm. why are there so many shapes? 
what are they used for? Join lexie for an interac-
tive chat where she’ll answer these questions and 
illuminate the significance and use of 6 common 
polished gemstone shapes and more. $10. More 
info & to register: withloveAndlight.com.

THuRSDAY, AuGuST 5
Online: Healing the Emotional Wounds of 
Animals (& their People) – Aug 5, 12, 19. this 
groundbreaking interactive online learning se-
ries will teach you how to identify the 5 types of 
emotional wounds within animals (& yourself), 
and how to help them heal and release them. 
More info & to register: tammybillups.com.

FRIDAY, AuGuST 6
Wild Woman New Moon Meditation – 7pm. 
Guided by Hannah Onians, explore archetypal, 
cosmic energy, meditate, journal and craft 
intentions for the month ahead. to register: 
Santosha-Studio.com.

SATuRDAY, AuGuST 7

Integrated Restoration Technique: Structural 
Alignment, Myofascial Mobilization & Release 
– Aug 7-8. 9am-5pm. by working with the fascial 
envelope you can begin to correct any malalign-
ments of the body including: postural, positional, 
work or sport related, as well as physical and 
emotional issues. Heal Center, 270 Carpenter 
Dr Ne, Ste 505, Sandy Springs. 404-303-0007. 
HealCenterAtlanta.com.

Free First Saturday: Beautiful Butterflies – 
11am-12pm. Join us for a stroll with our educa-
tors, where they will teach you about butterfly 
life cycles, host plants, benefits of butterflies 
and common types in our area. Free. Dunwoody 
Nature Center, 5343 roberts Dr, Dunwoody. reg-
ister: 770-394-3322 or DunwoodyNature.org.

SuNDAY, AuGuST 8
Georgia Audubon Society Quarterly Bird Walk 
– 8-10am. Meet Georgia Audubon leader at our 
historic fireplace. Free and open to the public. 
Dunwoody Nature Center, 5343 roberts Dr, Dun-
woody. 770-394-3322. DunwoodyNature.org.

SATuRDAY, AuGuST 14
The Big Park Meeting – 9:30am. Part social 
gathering and part education. Free. Atlanta 
Community toolbank, 410 englewood Ave Se, 
Atlanta. ParkPride.org.

WEDNESDAY, AuGuST 18
Online: How to Talk to Your Body – 7-8pm. Join 
licensed unity teacher, larry bergmann, for 
this powerful healing service. learn techniques 
for connecting your mind and body together for 
healing, empowerment and more. love offering 

PHOENIx & DRAGON 
BOOKSTORE

5531 ROSWELL RD NE, ATLANTA  
404-255-5207

PHOENIxANDDRAGON.COM

FRIDAY, AuGuST 13
Poetry Open Mic Night – 7-9pm. with Michael 
burke. An evening of splendor with enchant-
ing and thought-provoking spoken word 
performances from some of Phoenix & Dragon 
bookstore’s flourishing community of poets. 
Poets of all ages. Free. On Zoom & in person.

THuRSDAY, AuGuST 26
wisdom and Healing through Shamanic 
Journeys – 7-8:30pm. with vicki evans. An 
opportunity to connect with Spirit and your 
guides for healing and direction. You can use 
the journeys to ask about all areas of your life, 
not just the spiritual side. $20 via PayPal. to 
register: PayPal.me/vickievanshealing.

TuESDAYS
Midday i AM Meditation – 12-12:45pm. with 
lorenzo Sanford. in this casual environment 
to de-stress from the week, join us for the 
opportunity to embrace simplicity during this 
spiritually nutritious lunch hour. Give yourself 
the gift of relaxation to enhance the quality of 
your daily life. $10.

CLASSIFIEDS

HELP WANTED | to health-related thera-
pists/estheticians/Healers: room rentals 
available for daily/weekly/monthly; no 
lease. Furnished or unfurnished; utilities 
included; close access to 75 & 285. Healthy 
people make more healthy people, let’s help 
each other. inga’s Skin & body Care Salon, 
Marietta. Contact Astrid: Comerelax@ msn.
com, 770-833-6203.

PLANT-BASED SuPPLEMENTS | Get 
Greens, Chlorophyll, Oil blends, electro-
lytes, Cleansers, Herbal teas & More. All 
organic. See Special Offer for Free Samples. 
terralifeStore.com 954-459-1134

to place a classified ad, email your listing 
to ads@naAtlanta.com. Cost is $1/word;  
minimum $25. Deadline: Fifth of each month 
for the next month’s issue.

requested. visit the calendar listing for Zoom 
link: unityAtl.org. 

THuRSDAY, AuGuST 19
Butterfly Experience 2021 – butterfly tents will 
be set up on the grounds. enjoy educator-led 
programs and activities as well as food, drinks 
and live music. $10/person, free/age 3 & under. 
Dunwoody Nature Center, 5343 roberts Dr, Dun-
woody. 770-394-3322. DunwoodyNature.org.

Sacred Sisters Book Club – 6-7:30pm. book: 
the untethered Soul by Michael A. Singer. 
Guided by tonya Gideon, discuss what we can 
do each day to discover inner peace and serenity. 
to register: Santosha-Studio.com.

SATuRDAY, AuGuST 21

Massage Protocols for Chronic Pain – Aug 21-
22. 9am-1pm. enhance your capacity to elimi-
nate or reduce chronic pain. Heal Center, 270 
Carpenter Dr Ne, Ste 505, Sandy Springs. 404-
303-0007. HealCenterAtlanta.com.

Online: Transmission Meditation – 7:30pm. 
A meditation to help the world. Sponsored by 
Share international uSA Se region. Free. via 
Zoom. info: 404-680-7423, info-Se@Share-
international.us. Share-international.us/se. 
register: tinyurl.com/3v995rdv.

THuRSDAY, AuGuST 26
Camp Disclosure: 2021 Starseed Family 
Reunion – August 26-28, unicoi State Park. A 
transformative experience featuring cutting-
edge speakers, inspiring art, uplifting music, 
delicious food, and a contagious, high vibe 
aimed at forging a path to the New earth. CO-
viD-limited capacity. $369 for weekend pass. 
CampDisclosure.com.

Online: The Nature Club Dine and Discover – 
7-9pm. with Dr. Dwana bush and Hal Schlenger. 
Presentation will focus on how walk with a Doc 
Atlanta has brought walking with friends among 
nature to Chattahoochee Nature Center and 
nearby parks. $10/general, $5/CNC Members. 
via Zoom. registration required by Aug 25: 770-
992-2055 or ChattNatureCenter.org.

FRIDAY, AuGuST 27
Lower Flint River Paddle – Aug 27-29. located 
south of Albany in Newton, the rocky bend 
retreat will be our headquarters for a fantastic 
weekend exploring a beautiful section of the 
Flint river. More info & to register: Georgia 
Conservancy.org.

SATuRDAY, AuGuST 28
Massage Protocols: Carpal Tunnel & Thoracic 
Outlet Syndromes – Aug 28-29. 10am-3pm. 
learn a deeper understanding of physical im-
balances in the neck, shoulder and arm to help 
diminish symptoms of thoracic Outlet and Carpal 
tunnel Syndromes. Heal Center, 270 Carpenter 
Dr Ne, Ste 505, Sandy Springs. 404-303-0007. 
HealCenterAtlanta.com.

MONDAY, AuGuST 30
Online: Let Your Light Shine – 11:30am. A life 
Alignment experience. what you do show to the 
world, is really the best part of you? Are you a real 
light bringer? Do you feel you could bring more 
and you need a little boost? $10. More info & to 
register: withloveAndlight.com.

ONGOING EVENTS

sundays
Online Sunday Experience – 9am, Adult Study; 
9:30am, Meditation; 10am, Music; 10:30am, 
Service. with Spiritual living Center of Atlanta. 
slc-atlanta.org. to watch: Facebook.com/spiri-
tuallivingcenteratlanta.

Red Clay Sangha Sunday Morning Service – 
9am, meditation; 10:30-11:30am, dharma discus-
sion. via Zoom. to watch: redClaySangha.org.

Online Meditation Open House – 10am. A 
30-min meditation and a 30-min discussion via 
Zoom. to watch: Atlanta.Shambhala.org.

Second Sunday Sober Bike Ride – 10:30am. 
brings together people from all walks of sober 
living who are seeking fun and active ways to 
connect with likeminded people. btA bicycle 
tours of Atlanta will provide a bike at no charge 
if needed. bicycle tours of Atlanta, 659 Auburn 
Ave Ne, Atlanta. register: tinyurl.com/yjzutjf4.

One World Spiritual Center Sunday Service – 
11am. to watch: OneworldSpiritualCenter.net.

Shamanic Journey – 11am. 1st Sun. A vir-
tual healing experience brought to you by Heron 
House via Zoom. Free; donations accepted. to 
register: tinyurl.com/yctrp49j.

unity Atlanta Sunday Services – 11am. watch 
live stream or register to attend in person. 3597 
Parkway ln, Peachtree Corners. 770-441-
0585. unityAtl.org.

Sunday Morning Talks and Discussion – 11am-
12pm. with vedanta Center of Atlanta via Zoom. 
to watch: vedantaAtlanta.org.

unity North Online Sunday Service – 11:15am. 
to watch: unityNorth.org.

Last Sunday Social – 12:12-3:33pm. last Sun 
with Kosmic brew. Join us and our community of 
vendors as we share a healing space, engage in 
meaningful dialogues and create lasting memo-
ries. Gallery 992, 992 ralph David Abernathy 
blvd, Atlanta. More info: Hi@Kosmicbrew.com 
or linktr.ee/Kosmicbrew. 

mondays
The {SAMA} Class: Virtual – 9am. Also held 
thurs & Fri. incorporates 25 mins of yoga, 10 
mins of breathwork, finishing off with 10 mins of 
meditation. each teacher will bring their own spin 
to the class based on their particular lineage of 
training. More info: SamaFoodForbalance.com.

tuesdays
Heart Jewel Chanted Prayers and Meditation 
– Mon-Fri, 8-9am. Chanted buddhist prayers 
and meditation. Free. to register for livestream: 
MeditationinGeorgia.org.

Online Meditation Open House – 7pm. A 30-
min meditation and a 30-min discussion via 
Zoom. to watch: Atlanta.Shambhala.org.

Metro Atlanta Sierra Club Meeting – 7:30pm. 
2nd tues. More info: SierraClub.org/georgia/
atlanta.

wednesdays
Zoom Check In: Wellness Wednesdays – 
10am. Check in with your community during 
COviD-19 crisis. slc-atlanta.org.

Decatur Farmers’ Market – thru Nov 17. 4-7pm. 
local farmers, artisanal food makers and crafts. 
Masks required. First baptist Church Decatur, 
308 Clairmont Ave, Decatur. cfmatl.org/decatur.

 unity North Online Wednesday Evening Expe-
rience – 7pm. to watch: unityNorth.org.

Weekly Wednesday Meditation Class – 
7-8:30pm. Open to all levels. experience true 
inner peace. with the venerable Nicholas th-
annissaro of the Georgia Meditation Center via 
Zoom. to register: MeditationCircle.org.

thursdays
Stretch & Recover – thru Aug. 12pm. Free 
online classes. More info: theHomeDepot 
backyard.com.

Dunwoody Beekeeping Club – 6:30-7:30pm. 
1st thurs. Meeting features a program, fol-
lowed by a question and answer session with 
the ability to meet and learn from other local 
beekeepers. Free. 5343 roberts Dr, Dunwoody. 
770-394-3322. DunwoodyNature.org.

Twin Hearts Meditation – 7pm. this meditation 
is an act of service. we use divine energy to bless 
the planet, our loved ones and every part of our 
life. with Atlanta Pranic Healing Center via Zoom. 
to watch: AtlPranicHealing.com.

fridays
Qigong Exercises & Meditations – 12-12:45pm. 
1st & 3rd. led by Master Cheng, who has been 
teaching in Atlanta since 1976. Free/member, 
$8/nonmember. tai Chi Association, 3079 Mid-
way rd, Decatur. More info & registration: tai-
Chi-Association.com. 

Drumming Is the People’s Medicine – 4-7pm. 
there is liberation, experimentation, meditation 
and laughter at this supportive, donation-based 
gathering for beginners led by Daniel ellis or Kim 
Hobbs. Santosha Studio, 896 Davis Dr, Atlanta. 
More info & to register: Santosha-Studio.com.

Prayers for World Peace – 6:30-7:15pm. An 
opportunity both to simply pray for world peace 
and to be a part of the solution. includes a guided 
meditation, a short teaching and chanted prayers 
for world peace. to register for livestream: Medi-
tationinGeorgia.org.

saturdays
Free Saturday Meditations – 8-8:30am. to 
register for livestream: MeditationinGeorgia.org.

Dunwoody Nature Center Saturday Volunteers 
– 9am-12pm. 2nd Sat. For anyone in the com-
munity who wishes to volunteer. A wonderful way 
to start off your weekend in nature and service. 
to promote social distancing, sign-up is manda-
tory; limited to 24 people. 5343 roberts Dr, Dun-
woody. 770-394-3322. DunwoodyNature.org.

Oakhurst Farmers’ Market – thru Dec. 9am-
1pm. Closed Dec 25. Fresh produce, meat, baked 
treats, and more. Additional offerings include 
live music and chef demonstrations featuring 
seasonal recipes. Masks required. Sceptre 
brewing Arts, 630 e lake Dr, Decatur. cfmatl.
org/oakhurst.

Free Online Guided Meditation for All – 9:45-
11am. will go over basics and guided meditation. 
No prior experience is needed. Classes meant to 
come together and meditate and learn little by 
little. via Zoom. register: tinyurl.com/y3x5yy2s.

Ever wonder how 

is provided to you 

FREE
 every month?

Our local 
Advertisers

make it 
possible! 

Please support
our Advertisers!

And let them know
you saw them in
Natural Awakenings.
Thank you.
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COMMuNITY DIRECTORY
Discover the leaders in natural health care, sustainable living, and per-
sonal and spiritual development in our community! To list your product 
or service here, email us at: ads@naAtlanta.com

ACuPuNCTuRE 

J. Cameron Holister, MS (TCM), LAc
608 Moreland Ave
Atlanta, GA 30307
peachtreeacupuncture.com
hollisteracupuncture@gmail.com

with a masters degree in 
traditional Chinese Medicine, and 
over 20 years of experience, 
Cameron provides quality 
acupuncture, herbal medicines, 
moxibustion, cupping and gua sha.

 ALTERNATIVE THERAPY/
COACHING

Vince Bellitto
inner Coaching Academy
www.innerCoachingAcademy.com
GetSupport-NA@innerCoachingAcademy.com
781-436-2877

iNNer COACHiNG For Couples, 
Parents & teens, Anxiety, and 
Mental & emotional Freedom. An 
empowering approach gets 
results. unique communication 
tools & processes to transform 
limiting beliefs & wounds.

AYuRVEDA 

Clinical Ayurveda Specialist
Jaya ramamurthy
California College of Ayurveda 
www.ayurjaya.com 
ayurwellness@gmail.com

Discover your unique Ayurvedic 
constitution. learn timeless 
Ayurvedic food and self-care 
practices for lifelong wellbeing. 
Please email for details and to 
book a consultation. 

BOOKSTORE, METAPHYSICAL 

Forever And A Day
7830 Hwy 92 
woodstock, GA 30189 
www.foreverandaday.biz 
770-516-6969

Crystals, 20% 
off new books, 
herbs, jewelry, 
incense, candles, 

160 tumbled stones. we offer psychic 
readings, classes, massage and more. Home 
of woodstock Salt Cave. Online calendar.

COLON HYDROTHERAPY

Andrea’s Place
Global Mall, Norcross Georgia
Colonics, Skin & body Health
678-818-6148 or 770-729-8507

CHIROPRACTIC

Healworks
5150 roswell rd Ne, Atlanta, GA 30342 
healworks.net • 404-255-3110

living well means enjoying 
life to the fullest everyday. Pain 
denies you the life you desire. 
we provide One-Stop Healing: 
the multi-discipline therapeutics 
that address body and mind.

HEALTH COACH

James Reichard
Health Coach / eMF Consultant 
jim4wellness@yahoo.com 
678-421-8541

My practice uses vibrational 
and sound therapies to 
boost the flow of healing 
currents through your merid-
ians. that fortifies your 
body’s electrical pathways, 
which enhances the 

electromagnetic potential of your body.  
i transform your home into a safe sanctuary, 
protecting you and your family from eMF’s 
harmful effects, and i address diet and 
nutrition to optimize the flow of healing 
currents and Qi through your body.

HOLISTIC DENTISTRY

Atlanta Dental Wellness
roberta D. Cann, D.M.D.
Piedmont Center, 3525 Piedmont rd
bldg Five, Ste 408, Atlanta 
AtlDentalwellness.com • 404-233-1102

Mercury-free dentistry service 
for over 20 years. Special 
treatment for mercury removal. 
Discover which dental materials 
are optimal for you.

rose Dental
4459 lawrenceville Hwy 
tucker, ga 30084 
Call or text: 678-528-6747  
www.rosedentalatl.com

sMart-certified dr. Zina 
aaron and her rose dental 
team provide professional 
dental care in a comfort-

able, relaxing environment that is mercury-free  
and hypoallergenic.

HYPNOTHERAPY

Jim Colton Hypnosis
braselton, Decatur & Sandy Springs
jimcoltonhypnosis.com
404-434-4847

build a better YOu by learning to 
love yourself. beat bad habits, 
depression, anxiety, fears, 
anger, and grief quickly, 
effectively, painlessly, perma-
nently and naturally.

Roswell Hypnotherapy
Jeanne Campbell bernstein
4343 Shallowford rd, Marietta, GA 30062
678-521-6637

Connect with your Higher 
Self. the Quantum Healing 
Hypnosis technique can help 
people achieve breakthroughs 
in peak performance, and manage 
difficult emotions, physical pain 
and anxiety and depression.

INTENTIONS

united Intentions  
Foundation, Inc.
Discover the Power of Your intentions!
11205 Alpharetta Hwy, Ste F5 
roswell  • unitedintentions.org
678-495-4345

A nonprofit 
organization 
dedicated to 

sharing cutting- edge scientific research, tools 
and techniques that promote positive life 
changes. Offering education seminars, 
curriculum in the form of interactive videos and 
games, online resources, tools and applica-
tions. Join our online community to learn about 
the power of positive intentions, create your 
own, and share them with other members 
around the world! Membership is free.

INTERIOR DESIGN

Olivia Marcellay
www.oliviamarcellay.com
oliviamarcellaydesigns@gmail.com
404-227-3467

Create a home that reflects 
your essence and your 
dreams! we’ll consider all 
parameters: Function, 

aesthetics, environment, sustainability and ap-
plicable codes. together, we’ll arrive at the 
best possible outcome. 

LIFE COACH

Paula Brinker
Certified life & Holistic wellness 
Coach / Hypnotherapist
pmbrinker13@gmail.com
404-820-9317

want more but not sure how to 
get it? i’ll help you harness the 
power of your mind to overcome 
any challenge and live a richer, 
more fulfilling life.

MASSAGE

LaVida Massage of Sandy Springs
5944 roswell rd 
Sandy Springs, GA 30328 
lavidaMassageSandySpringsGA.com 
404-236-7291

Massage is medicine! 
we offer a variety of 
massage, including deep 
tissue, hot stone, lymphatic, 

prenatal, tMJ, etc. introductory offer for 
first-time guests!

PROFESSIONAL EDuCATION

Dragon Rises College  
of Oriental Medicine
Gainesville, Fl 32601
www.dragonrises.edu • 800-606-6685

Our comprehensive 
10-semester ACAOM-
accredited Master’s degree 
program enables students 
to become competent, 
confident and successful 
acupuncturists. Graduates 
help people achieve genuine 

healing and their highest sustainable level of 
health and wellness. 

PSYCHIC

Dee Spirit
Psychic & tarot reading
Chakra Clearing & reimagining
www.deespirit.com
info@deespirit.com

dee is a natural clairvoyant with 
20+ years experience counsel-
ing and coaching. she elevates 
your life in an informed way, and 
reveals next-step actions.  

C E L E B R A T I N G  2 7  y e a r s  i n  T H E  b u s i n e s s  o f

SPA
Inga’s Skin & Body Care Salon
1471 terrell Mill road Suites A & b
Marietta, GA 30067
www.ingas-comerelax.com
770-952-0905

treat yourself to luxurious 
relaxation and sophisticated 
warmth. From massage, to 
facials, to wraps, to an 
extensive product selection 
including gems and crystals, 
you deserve it!

 SPIRITuAL & MEDITATION 
CENTERS

Share International
share-international.us/se/
info-se@share-international.us
404-680-7423

transmission Meditation is 
the simplest way to serve 
the world and strengthen 
your spiritual nature. 
introductory talk followed 

by meditation. visit our website for more 
information.
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I’ve been spending more and more 
time on social media lately, as a way 
to stay—or maybe to feel—connected. 

The other day, in a mindless scrolling 
loop, a post caught my eye. It was a book 
exchange that anyone anywhere in the 
world could be a part of, and, as a lover 
of words, I was intrigued. Before I could 
even think, my fingers typed “I’m in!” 
into the comment box. I was immediately 
tasked with sending a copy of my favorite 
book to a total stranger. It was a seem-
ingly simple task. But simple things are 
sometimes anything but simple. 

As I wrote down the information for 
the stranger, I was paralyzed. My mind 
began to race. What would they think 
when they got it? What if they hated the 
book? What if I somehow offended them 
with the book I chose to share? 

While I have several tied-for-first-
place favorite books, the one I consistently 
recommend is Tattoos on the Heart: The 
Power of Boundless Compassion by Greg-
ory Boyle. I first saw it in an airport book-
store and dove into it on a flight from San 
Diego to Anchorage. I have read many 
books on a variety of flights, but this one 
seemed to have a sort of divine timing 

to it. Its words were the words I needed 
to read at that particular time in my life, 
and I fell in love with the book. I wanted 
to share it with anyone and everyone who 
would listen. But this time, for the book 
club, I hesitated. 

You see, the author is a Jesuit priest. 
I sat frozen for a while. I thought 

about sending another book or opting out 
of the book exchange altogether. I didn’t 
want someone to be turned off or not 
read the book simply because the author 
is a priest. In fact, I didn’t want anyone to 
make assumptions—about the book, the 
author, me or my beliefs. Ah. That’s where 
the rub was. I didn’t want a stranger to 
make assumptions about me.

Then it hit me. I wasn’t actually 
worried about whether or not a stranger 
would jump to any particular conclusions; 
I was worried about whether I was—or 
would be seen as—“perfect.” I was wor-
ried about judgment. 

As I came to this realization, I found 
myself standing in front of my bookshelf, 
my copy of Tattoos on the Heart in hand. I 
mindlessly flipped to a random page and 
saw that I had previously underlined these 
words: “Resilience is born by grounding 

yourself in your own loveliness, hitting 
notes you thought were way out of your 
range.”

The words caused me to laugh out 
loud. Once again, it felt as if the book ar-
rived with a bit of divine timing. Perfect 
or not, sharing ourselves and being au-
thentic is the thread that has the potential 
to connect us all. It is the work. The real 
work. It builds resilience along the way. 
And after the last year we all shared, resil-
ience feels even more important. 

I sent a copy of the book after all; in the 
process, I shared a piece of myself with a 
stranger. Turns out, that is what the author 
does as he tells his beautiful story, and it’s 
what each of the people he writes about 
has done, too. No matter what reaction 
the book gets, I’ll be okay. And being okay 
with it all is me hitting notes that I once 
thought were out of my range. ❧

Cassie Gaub is an empower-
ment and mindset coach, 
energy worker, podcast host 
and speaker. Connect on 
social media @CoachWith-
Cassie and @BestUInstitute.Ph
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wAlKiNG eACH OtHer HOMe

w h e r e  r e s i l i e n c e  a n d 
a u t h e n t i c i t y  m e e t

 by Cassie Gaub
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We are conveniently located in the heart of Tucker, GA. We have free parking on the premises.
www.rosedentalatl.com - info@rosedentalatl.com - 4459 Lawrenceville Hwy. Tucker, GA, 30084.

Call or text us today: 678.528.6747

Some of the services our office provides:

• Mercury SAFE practices
• Mercury and metal free restorations
• BPA and BisGMA free fillings
• Fluoride alternatives
• Ceramic restorations
• Dental ozone therapy
• Special air purification systems to reduce airborne pathogens and

environmental toxins
• Special chair-side evacuation system (DentAirVac) captures mercury

vapors to protect patients

Robust referral network for many alternative care practitioners is also
available.

As a biological dentist, Dr. Aaron is
certified in Safe Mercury Amalgam
Removal Technique (S.M.A.R.T.).

With Dr. Ronald Dressler as her
mentor, Dr. Aaron is able to draw on
his decades of experience using
natural therapies (at times in
combination with conventional ones)
to prevent, diagnose, and treat
diseases of the oral cavity safely and
healthfully.

Mercury Free and Mercury Safe Biocompatible
(Holistic) Dentistry.


